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Resumo
Aplicações móveis e embebidas funcionam em ambientes com poucos recursos e que estão sujeitos
a constantes mudanças no seu contexto operacional. Estas características dificultam o desenvolvi-
mento deste tipo de aplicações pois a volatilidade e as limitações de recursos levam muitas vezes a
uma diminuição do rendimento e a um potencial aumento do custo computacional. Além disso, as
aplicações que têm como alvo ambientes móveis e embebidos (por exemplo, Android) necessitam
de adaptações e otimizações para fiabilidade, manutenção, disponibilidade, segurança, execução
em tempo real, tamanho de código, eficiência de execução e também consumo de energia.
Esta dissertação foca-se na otimização, em tempo de execução, de programas Java, com base
na aplicação de otimizações de código baseadas na geração de bytecodes em tempo de execução,
usando templates. Estes templates, fornecem geração de bytecodes usando informação apenas
disponível em tempo de execução. Este artigo propõe uma estratégia para o desenvolvimento
desses templates e estuda o seu impacto em diferentes plataformas.
i
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Resumen
Las aplicaciones móviles y embedded trabajan en entornos limitados de recursos y están sujetas
a constantes cambios de escenario. Este tipo de características desafían el desarrollo de este tipo
de aplicaciones en términos de volatibilidad y limitación de recursos que acostumbran a afec-
tar al rendimiento y también producen un incremento significativo en el coste computacional.
Además, las aplicaciones orientadas a entornos embedded y móviles (e.g., móviles Android) re-
quieren adaptaciones y optimizaciones para fiabilidad, mantenibilidad, disponibilidad, seguridad,
ejecución en tiempo real, eficiencia en el tamaño del código, eficiencia en tiempo de ejecución,
eficiencia energética.
Esta disertación está enfocada en optimizaciones en tiempo de ejecución de programas en Java,
basándose en la aplicación de optimizaciones de código. El concepto se basa en la generación de
bytecode utilizando plantillas de código. Las plantillas generan bytecode utilizando inforamación
solo disponible en tiempo de ejecución. Este trabajo propone una estrategia para el desarrollo de
estas plantillas y estudia su impacto en diferentes plataformas.
iii
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Abstract
Mobile and embedded applications operate in resource-constrained environments subject to con-
stantly changing operational situations. These characteristics are challenging for the development
of these types of applications as such volatility and resource limitations often cause a decrease in
performance and a potential increase in computational cost. Also, applications that target embed-
ded and mobile environments (e.g., Android smartphones) require adaptations and optimizations
for reliability, maintainability, availability, security, real-time execution, code size efficiency, run-
time efficiency, and energy efficiency.
This dissertation focuses on runtime optimization of Java programs, based on the application
of code optimizations. The concept is based on runtime generation of bytecode using code tem-
plates. The templates provide runtime bytecode generation using information only available at
runtime. This work proposes an approach for developing these templates and studies their impact
in different platforms.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Nowadays mobile and embedded systems are getting a bigger spotlight than personal computers
and this widespread use is becoming more present in our lives.
Mobile devices are constantly improving the processor and graphic units computing power
with bigger memories. This progress is allowing mobile devices execute tasks that were only pos-
sible to carry out before by desktop computers. An example are the 3D graphics present in games
where rendering and display require heavy computation of specialised algorithms [CPAM08].
Other applications like camera face detection rely heavily on the computational power of the de-
vice [ZCPR03] or recognition of QR codes [YLL08].
Regarding embedded systems, they have been already running real-time applications, auto-
matic systems and multimedia applications [Kop11] for long time, but new technologies have
enabled further development and its application in new scenarios. For instance, it has helped a
quicker development of projects like the ones addressing smart cities that intends to implant infor-
mation and communication technologies with the objective of improving the citizenship quality of
life [SLF11].
However, this rise of heavy computational applications have an impact in the overall per-
formance of these devices. Additionally, these devices work in really constrained environments
compared to regular computer machines [Kop11]. A processor, due to the characteristics of the
devices, need to take care of concerns that are not found in regular computers: GPS, mobile data,
synchronization of applications, applications running in the background, etc. Handling these en-
vironments need also to assure reliability, maintainability, availability and security of the device
in real-time execution. If we add to this the constraint of the devices battery life [Kop11] it raises
the need to research for solutions.
Programs execution can be modified strategically for improving its performance on a certain
device. These modifications come in the form of optimizations and help improve the device per-
formance in terms of execution time and energy consumption [LDK+95] [Leu00]. However, every
device architecture behaves in a different way and one strategy may not perform the same for every
device.
One approach is having optimized code for different environments in terms of the system,
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input parameters and runtime data, is to have multiple versions of th same code that are optimized
for specific situations. However, this may not be feasible due to the possibility of every platform
requiring a different approach every time. The problem becomes even bigger when the number of
possible versions to develop and test reach a considerable amount. Moving the generation of these
versions at runtime allows us to have only the required versions for that execution.
The main objective of this work is to solve these issues by providing templates that generate
specialized code at runtime. The aim is enabling the generation of multiple specialized versions of
code at runtime with the minimum overhead and, more important, select at runtime a specialised
version that delivers the best performance for a specific architecture of the targeted machine. By
providing templates that generate specialized code at runtime, instead of just expecting the Java
Virtual Machine to optimize the code, the generative template delivers an already optimized code
which may be furthered optimized by it. This approach may lead to increased improvements on
the battery life of mobile and embedded devices.
1.1 Thesis Structure
Besides the introduction, this thesis contains four additional chapters. Chapter 2 describes the Java
Virtual Machine. Chapter 3 introduces the related work and describes the tools that made able the
development of the runtime generative template and the supporting tools. Chapter 4 describes the
development of a runtime generative template. In Chapter 5 we describe the experimental results.
Finally, in Chapter 6 we draw some conclusions and present possible future work.
2
Chapter 2
Background & Related Work
2.1 Background
The following sections introduce the basic concepts of the JVM (Java Virtual Machine) [LYBB15]
needed to understand the following chapters.
2.2 JVM
A Java Virtual Machine (JVM) is an abstract computing machine. This abstract machine has its
own instruction set, Bytecodes, and manipulates various memory areas [LYBB15].
When a Java program compilation takes place it outputs a sequence of bytecode as an array
of bytes. These bytecode instructions are described in a class file which also contains the pro-
gram data. During execution, the class files are dynamically loaded and interpreted into the JVM
[LY99].
2.2.1 Java Class File
A class file is a system-independent binary format that describes a class or interface. It contains
all the information needed for a JVM to run. Its contents are the following:
• Major and Minor class version
Specifies the class’ number version (Major.Minor). E.g., if Major is 1 and Minor 2
the class version is 1.2.
• Constant pool
• Inheritance information
– Superclass information
The parent class that this class extends, if it does.
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– Interfaces information
Interfaces that this class implements, if it does.
• Fields information
• Methods information
• Attributes information
Also, all class files include a 4 byte number header called magic number: 0xCAFEBABE. This
number identifies the class file format [LYBB15].
Whenever a Java class has a inner class the compiler creates two different files. E.g., given a
Java class named "Foo" which has an inner class named "bar", the resulting files would be named
as following:
Foo.class
Foo$bar.class
2.3 Bytecodes
Bytecodes are an intermediate code used by languages for reducing hardware dependency and
facilitate the language interpretation. Also, it can be used as an intermediate code from a compiler
but it is not a common use. Languages that use bytecodes are, for example, Python, PHP, Forth.
In this dissertation, we work with Java Bytecode, a specific instruction set for the Java language.
Any further use of the term Bytecode will only refer to Java Bytecode.
2.4 Java Bytecode
Java Bytecode uses a stack oriented approach. It consists of 212 instructions, 44 of them reserved.
The instruction set mainly consists on the following groups:
• Stack operations
• Arithmetic operations
• Control flow
• Load and store operations
• Field access
• Method invocation
• Object allocation
• Conversion and type checking
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The instructions are represented by one byte but their parameters may vary depending on the
instruction. For instance, iload instruction, for loading a local variable integer entry needs the
local variable array index while iadd, does not need any extra byte, its parameters are already on
stack and its result is stored in the stack.
2.4.1 Local Variables
Local variables are addressed by indexing and all Java types occupy one entry of the array except
for longs and doubles that occupy two entries of the array. Although, every type still has just one
index reference [Bru13].
An example of how the allocation happens is presented in Figure 2.1. In this example is shown
a simple static function returning an int with three parameters and the resulting local variable
allocation is shown in Figure 2.1. Notice that all variables are stored following their order of
appearance and considers both functions parameters and local variables. If this function im this
example was not static it would save in the first position a reference to the this object.
1 public static int foo(int a, boolean b, double c) {
2 int d = a + 20;
3 }
4
Figure 2.1: Simple function example.
Figure 2.2: Local variables array example.
2.4.2 Operand Stack
The JVM operand stack modus operandi is quite simple: either it loads constants directly from
bytecode instructions or loads a reference from the local variable stack and pushes it to the operand
stack. Afterwards, it pops the operands and pushes the result again to the operand stack. For
instance, in Figure 2.3 two constant integers have been pushed followed by an add, leaving the
result at the bottom of the operand stack.
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Figure 2.3: Operand stack example.
2.4.3 Constant Pool
The JVM does not access to literals (string, integer, and floating point constants), types, fields and
methods at runtime directly from the class file. Instead of that uses a constant pool, an ordered set
of constants that refers to symbolic references and each element of this set is assigned a reference
index. This technique provides a better way for linking at the program’s execution [Ven99].
2.4.4 Java Frames
The JVM is a stack-oriented machine. It saves the machine state on the stack but, as opposed
to a register-based processor, there is no register involved for manipulating it, it just uses stack
operations instead.
Every time a method is invoked a new frame is created and pushed to the thread’s stack and
popped when the method returns normally or an uncaught exception is thrown. These frames
include:
• Local variables array.
• Return value.
• Operand stack.
• Reference to runtime constant pool for the class of the current method.
The sizes of the local variables and operand stack are decided at compile time and included
in the class file data for each method. The size of the frame data is implementation dependent
[LYBB15].
On the top of that, class files include some extra information for speeding the class verification
process. This information consists on describing the state of execution at certain point in the
program. Specifically, this description details the type of the values that are contained in the
local variables stack and in the operand stack from the JVM just before some specific bytecode
instruction is executed [Bru13].
However, there is no need to save the stack state for all instructions, we only need it for jump
targets, exception handlers or unconditional jump instructions [Bru13].
When jumping to a new method, the initial frame is not stored at all, because it can easily be
deduced from the method parameter types [Bru13].
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2.4.5 Basic Bytecode Instructions
There are many bytecode instructions, 212 exactly, but only some of them are needed for better
understanding of the examples presented in this work.
Depending on the desired literal, a JVM instruction can be used:
• iconst it is a quick and efficient special instruction for pushing literals. The instruction
does not need an extra byte for the literal and its range is between 0 and 5 (E.g., iconst_0,
iconst_1, iconst_3).
• bipush is a two byte instruction that enables inserting signed a one byte literal and its range
is between -32768 and 32767 (E.g., bipush -7).
• ldc is an instruction that loads a constant from the JVM constant pool. All literals greater
or equal to 32768 and lower or equal than -32767 need to be loaded with ldc.
When loading or storing local variables, the JVM has special instructions for every type of
variable: short, int, double, float, long and for references.
Furthermore, the JVM describes different opcodes for method invocation, each one suitable in
different situations:
• invokedynamic is used to invoke dynamic methods.
• invokevirtual is used to invoke a method based on the class of the object.
• invokeinterface is used to invoke interface methods.
• invokespecial is used to invoke an instance initialization methods as well as private
methods and methods of a superclass of the current class.
• invokestatic is used to invoke a static method from a class.
2.5 Java Bytecodes Execution Environment
Before running a program in the JVM, classes and interfaces need to go through three different
stages: loading, linking and initialization.
2.5.1 Loading
Loading a class or interface involves searching for them by their name for later parsing the byte-
codes and verifies if it is a class file and has the correct major and minor specification.
The loading phase is carried out by another class called ClassLoader1. By default, when the
JVM loads a program it uses the bootstrap ClassLoader. This ClassLoader looks for the class
with the main method which will trigger the loading, linking and initialization of the classes and
interfaces from the program. Additionally, there is the option for programmers to develop custom
ClassLoaders for redefining the way classes are loaded.
1ClassLoader Documentation: https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/lang/ClassLoader.html
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2.5.2 Linking
Linking a class or interface involves verifying and preparing that class or interface, its direct
superclass, its direct superinterfaces, and its element type (if it is an array type), if necessary.
Resolution of symbolic references in the class or interface is an optional part of linking [LYBB15].
The linking stage is divided in three substages:
• Verification
Ensures that the binary representation of a class of interface is structurally correct.
Verification may cause additional classes and interfaces to be loaded but without need to
cause them to be verified or prepared [LYBB15].
• Preparation
Involves creating static fields for a class or interface and initializing such fields to their
defaults values. This does not require the execution of any JVM code, explicit initializer for
static fields are executed as part of the initialization [LYBB15].
• Resolution
Is an optional stage, which can be deferred until the bytecode execution, where it is
determined dynamically concrete values from symbolic references in the runtime constant
pool [LYBB15].
2.5.3 Initialization
The initialization phase basically consists on the execution of the class or interface initialization
method, or in another words, the clinit method.
2.6 Just-In-Time (JIT) Compilation
Running Java works in a different way of compiled programs like C. In the first generations of the
JVM, programs were directly interpreted. Just interpreting led to situations where the single task
of interpreting took more time than the program execution [Goe04].
2.6.1 Hotspot Compilation
Compiling a code can take a lot of time. Combining interpretation, dynamic compilation and, the
most important, profiling, the Hotspot approach can considerably improve the execution perfor-
mance. While executing the interpreter, it gathers information from the program that helps to the
detect the most frequently called code sections. Once the code is detected, the Hotspot generates
an improved compiled version of the code.
Once a section is compiled it does not mean it will not be targeted by the Hotspot. If the new
profiling data gathered suggests it could be furthered improved it recompiles that piece of code
[Goe04].
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2.6.2 On-stack Replacement
Hotspot compilation had a beginning flaw. It could only compile one method at a time and it
only used the compiled version when it was exited and re-entered afterwards. What happened was
that most of the times it was not even used so there was no trade-off from compiling the method
[Goe04].
The solution that came up was to allow a quick switch from the interpretation to the compiled
code. This technique is called On-Stack-Replacement (OSR) and follows four steps [SK06]:
1. Save the execution state
• Variables values
• Program counter
2. Recompile the method
3. Generate a stack activation frame updated with values extracted before
4. Replace the old activation frame with the new and execution restart
2.7 Related Work
The following sections briefly describe the most relevant work related to the topic of this disser-
tation. Furthermore, we present a number of existent bytecode manipulators that exist and justify
ASM [EB07] as our chosen framework.
2.8 Template Based Generators
This section introduces to two different templated based generatorsboth of which provide interest-
ing approaches for code generation that orientated our developed work.
2.8.1 Jostraca
Jostraca [Rod02] is a template engine for generative programming. It uses the same syntax
from JavaServer Pages (JSP)2 but can use different languages as the template scripting language
[Rod02].
The approach of Jostraca for code generation is divided in two phases. In the first phase, the
template compilation phase, the template is compiled into a valid source code of the template
scripting language, into a program called CodeWriter. Second, in the code generation phase, the
CodeWriter is compiled and executed to produce the generated source code of the target language.
An example of Jostraca is shown in Figure 2.4. Between <% and %> are the template specifi-
cations. This template specifies a class that when generating the class Person it needs to generate
for each field a field, a getter and a setter.
2JavaServer Pages Website: http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javaee/jsp/index.html
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1 <% String[] fields = new String[] { "FirstName", "LastName" }; int i; %>
2 public class Person {
3 <% for( i = 0; i < fields.length; i++ ) { %>
4 private String m<%=fields[i]%> = "";
5 public String get<%=fields[i]%>() {
6 return m<%=fields[i]%>;
7 }
8
9 public void set<%=fields[i]%>( String p<%=fields[i]%> ) {
10 m<%=fields[i]%> = p<%=fields[i]%>;
11 }
12 <% } %>
13 }
Figure 2.4: Example of Jostraca template (Source: [Rod02]).
The result of the generative template shown in Figure 2.4 is shown in Figure 2.5. As explained
before, two fields are specifies, FirstName and LastName and it creates a field, a getter and a
setter.
1 public class Person {
2 private String mFirstName = "";
3 public String getFirstName() {
4 return mFirstName;
5 }
6
7 public void setFirstName( String pFirstName ) {
8 mFirstName = pFirstName;
9 }
10
11 private String mLastName = "";
12 public String getLastName() {
13 return mLastName;
14 }
15
16 public void setLastName( String pLastName ) {
17 mLastName = pLastName;
18 }
19 }
20
Figure 2.5: Example of Jostraca generated code (Source: [Rod02]).
Another example is shown in Figure 2.6. This example shows how Jostraca can search expres-
sions to substitute definitions in order to make the code more readable and user-friendly.
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1 <% String[] names = new String[] { "Bob", "Fred", "John" }; %>
2 <% @replace //-foreach-Name-// ’$<o> for( int nameI = 0; nameI < names.length; nameI++ )
{ $<c>’ %>
3 <% @replace Name $<o>=names[nameI]$<c> %>
4 <% @replace //-end-// ’$<o> } $<c>’ %>
5
6 //-foreach-Name-//
7 Hi Name
8 //-end-//
9
10
Figure 2.6: Example of Jostraca for expressions replacement (Source: [Rod02]).
In Figure 2.7 we can see the output from the previous template. It is a simple example but it
shows its potential.
1 Hi Bob
2
3 Hi Fred
4
5 Hi John
6
Figure 2.7: Example of Jostraca generated code for expressions replacement (Source: [Rod02]).
The development of Jostraca seems to have stopped in version 0.4.1, 2006.
2.8.2 deGoal
deGoal is a tool for building fast and portable binary code generators for mobile devices and
embedded systems [CCL+14]. It generates specialized kernels at runtime taking into account
the execution context, the targeted processor characteristics and the data it is going to work with
[CCL+14]. Doing so, it aims for better execution time and energy efficiency [CCL+14].
For the runtime code generation it uses code generators called compilettes which are attached
to the application and produce machine code at runtime. These compilettes are designed to gener-
ate specialized code using the gathered data, both static and runtime data. Doing so, compilettes
achieve fast code generation which produces lightweight compact code that can be portable be-
tween processors [CCL+14].
Moreover, deGoal has its own syntax which blends it with C for the kernel description. These
descriptions allow compilettes do the following [CCL+14]:
• Immediate values injection into the ongoing generation of code.
• Code specialization using runtime data.
• Application of optimizations (e.g., loop unrolling or dead code elimination)
Once the kernel description is defined, its approach for a faster code generation consist on
rewriting the description into C code so later it can be compiled statically by the targeted platform
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C compiler. Afterwards, now at runtime, when the application invokes this code generator, or
compilette, it gathers the required data for generating the optimized machine code of the kernel
[CCL+14].
2.8.3 Programming Strategies for Contextual Runtime Specialization
The proposal presented by Tiago Carvalho, Pedro Pinto and Jõao M.P. Cardoso, from the Univer-
sity of Porto, is to instead of improving code by compiler optimizations and code generation, to
generate code during runtime [CPC15]. However, as runtime generation can be computationally
expensive, they use a different approach, an approach based on templates. This Java bytecode
template approach looks for reducing the runtime overhead but at the same time generate special-
ized code. The objective of this approach is to substitute the multiple code versions that would
be produced by an offline compiler by an online code generator. This template uses information
available at runtime and produces the specialized version avoiding the memory footprint from all
the versions [CPC15].
This approach is divided in three stages:
1. Runtime adaptation strategies defined in a DSL
2. Compile-time weaving with the specified strategies for specifying runtime adaptability
3. Triggering of runtime weaving when running execution points and application of adaptive
strategies
For specifying the runtime strategies, this proposal uses LARA3, an aspect-oriented DSL,
with support for this kind of tasks. However, this proposal extends the LARA language to feature
specific dynamic weaving strategies.
An example of this is shown in Figure 2.8. This aspect oriented description dynamically
applies code specialization. It filters the median function and selects the best median template
depending on the window size ( f ield.value) for generating the specialized version.
3LARA Website: https://web.fe.up.pt/ specs/projects/lara/doku.php?id=start
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1 aspectdef BestMedianImpl
2 medianFunc : select function {"getMedian"} end
3 window : select class {"ImageUtils"}. field {"K"} end
4
5 apply dynamic to medianFunc :: window
6 var bestMedian;
7 switch ( $field . value ){
8 case 3: bestMedian = "usn.tpl"; break ;
9 // ...
10 case 7: bestMedian = "counting_sort.tpl"; break ;
11 }
12 if ( bestMedian != undefined )
13 run generate ( $function , bestMedian , $field . value );
14 end
15 end
Figure 2.8: LARA strategy example for runtime specialization of the median method (Source:
[CPC15])
The experiments performed proved the approach to be feasible. The advantages of using this
proposal is that it provides an easy, low overhead approach that uses runtime information.
2.9 Bytecode Manipulators Comparison
The aim of this section is to provide an overall vision of the some tools for bytecode manipulation
tools and their approaches for justifying choosing ASM [EB07] as our selected tool, which is
introduced in Chapter 3. Each tool solves the problem in a different way and their limitations and
it might be better addressing a problem with one or another.
One of the problems looking for Bytecode manipulators is that most have ceased on releasing
new updates of they software. Common tools like BCEL [Fou] or Serp [Whi] have not received
an update since 2006 and 2007, respectively.
2.9.1 BCEL
The Byte Code Engineering Library (BCEL) [Fou] is a library released by Apache Commons 4
used for analysing, creating and modifying bytecode.
It makes completely transparent for the programmer both the deserialization and serialization
of the class file, in contrast to other tools. When it deserializes the byte array, it constructs a graph
of the complete structure of the class and each Bytecode instruction is defined as a node of the
graph. After that we can manipulate the nodes and so the byte array. Afterwards, it serializes,
transparently, the modified object graph [BLC02].
4Apache Commons Website: https://commons.apache.org/
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However, this tool has not received an update since 2006 and it even recommends the use of
ASM. Besides that, an interesting fact of this approach is the overhead implied of objectifying
every single description of the class file.
2.9.2 Serp
Serp [Whi] is an open-source bytecode framework which uses a similar approach to BCEL. How-
ever, it manages to use fewer classes for the bytecodes representation and thus having a lighter
tool.
As BCEL, it deserializes and serializes bytecodes transparently to the programmer and creates
an object model of the complete class. However, Serp improvements over BCEL is mainly found
in the symbol table management, being more transparent to the programmer [BLC02].
2.9.3 ByteBuddy
ByteBuddy [Win] is a high level bytecode generator library created in 2014 by Rafael Winterhalter.
Its latest release was 1.4.5 version in 2016.
It is built over ASM library and it stands for being a simple bytecode manipulator, not needing
deep knowledge of Java bytecodes or the class file format and being a lightweight library. Some
of the features it provides is being fully customizable to the point it evens gives the possibility of
defining custom bytecode.
An example of ByteBuddy syntax is shown in Figure 2.9. This piece of code captures a method
called toString and sets a fixed return value, in this case HelloWorld.
1 Class<?> dynamicType = new ByteBuddy()
2 .subclass(Object.class)
3 .method(named("toString")).intercept(FixedValue.value("Hello World!"))
4 .make()
5 .load(getClass().getClassLoader(), ClassLoadingStrategy.Default.WRAPPER)
6 .getLoaded();
7 assertThat(dynamicType.newInstance().toString(), is("Hello World!"));
8
Figure 2.9: HelloWorld example with Bytebuddy (Source: [Win]).
2.9.4 Javassist
Javassist (Java Programming Assistant) [Chi] is a commonly used bytecode manipulation frame-
work. It was first released in 1999 by JBoss, from Red Hat, Inc and still provides updates of its
software. What is interesting about Javassist is that provides an API for both low and high level
manipulation.
Javassist API uses an abstraction of the JVM where its main objects for manipulating the
bytecodes are:
• ClassPool
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• CtClass
• CtMethod
However, these abstractions are of no use for our approach. It uses actual lines of Java for
describing the code to insert. They are neither detailed, we can not control exactly what is the
translation to actual bytecodes instructions and more importantly, we can not create bytecode
templates with this approach.
On the other hand, Javassist low-level API offers more control in that sense. Yet, as we are
going to show in the following example, its syntax is a bit difficult to be "templated".
An example from its website for their low level API is shown in Figure 2.10.
1 ClassFile cf = new ClassFile(false, "test.Foo", null);
2 cf.setInterfaces(new String[] { "java.lang.Cloneable" });
3
4 FieldInfo f = new FieldInfo(cf.getConstPool(), "width", "I");
5 f.setAccessFlags(AccessFlag.PUBLIC);
6 cf.addField(f);
7
8 cf.write(new DataOutputStream(new FileOutputStream("Foo.class")));
9
Figure 2.10: Example of Javassist low level API (Source: [Chi]).
2.10 Overview
Template code generation has been mainly studied for C [CCL+14] or XML [Rau01] but there is
examples with Java like Jostraca, which has long been stopped its development, and LARA.
Regarding mobile devices and embedded systems integration, deGoal is a perfect example of
what we are trying to approach. With Java we do not need to worry that much on the device we
are running at but deGoal solves in a interesting way code specialization at runtime. It is able to
both analyse runtime data and receive immediate values injection and act consequently: applying
code optimizations.
Finally, as we have presented, there is quite some bytecode manipulators but most of them
have stopped releasing new updates. Furthermore, the ones being widely used like Javassist and
ByteBuddy do not provide an easy syntax that enables us generating easily templates. In Chapter 3
we describe ASM, a tool more suitable for our needs that stands out for being the most lightweight
and efficient option compared to the other options.
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2.11 Summary
This chapter described some details about the JVM behaviour. It introduces the Java class file and
its content, the Java Bytecodes and some details about its stack-oriented approach. Additionally,
it detailed some specifics of the JVM architecture and the previous phases to execution followed
by the description of the JIT compilation.
Moreover, this chapter introduced to two different tools for template code generation. The first
is Jostraca, a template engine for generative programming which uses JavaServer Pages syntax
for describing the generation. The second is an embedded oriented code generation tool named
deGoal which takes into account both the architecture characteristics and the runtime data for
better performance in terms of execution time and energy.
Then some bytecode manipulators were introduced and analysed for justifying for justifying
ASM [EB07] as our selected tool. The described bytecode manipulators are BCEL, Serp, Javassist
and ByteBuddy.
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Technology Used
This chapter introduces to the technology that made possible this work. It begins explaining what
is ASM [EB07] and explain some details that at first sight might seem not that important but they
have a strong impact on the code generation. Also, being ASM such a low-level bytecode library,
it really needs a deep understanding of the JVM and the library itself. Additionally, Java Agents
are described, an approach for instrumenting the targeted code. Following this explanation, the
concept of microbenchmarking is described and its set up. Finally, introduces a developed tool
complimentary to this work, the JavaClass2Jasmin tool.
3.1 ASM
During the development of this work there has been a decisive framework that made possible most
of the work. This framework is ASM.
There exists many frameworks that enables bytecode manipulation and generation: BECL
[Fou], Serp [Chi], Javassist [Whi], ByteBuddy [Win], which were already introduced in Chapter
2.7. ASM was decided as the right tool for bytecode instrumentation because, besides being
the defacto standard for bytecode processing, it is the most efficient [Kul07], allows bytecode
manipulation at a very low level and it is a really lightweight library [BLC02].
ASM [EB07] is a bytecode framework designed at France Telecom R&D by Eric Bruneton,
Romain Lenglet and Thierry Coupaye. However, ASM project had already been started in 2000
by Eric Bruneton during his PhD. In the beginning ASM was used to generate dynamic stub and
proxy classes. Finally, it was released Open Source in 2002. Nowadays it is maintained by the
OW2 Consortium [EB07].
ASM is a tool with great potential, for instance, these are some of the most common code
transformations that can be done using ASM framework [Kul07]:
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• Class Transformations
Introduce an interface
Add a new field
Add a new method
Replace a method body
Merge two classes into one
• Method transformations
Insert code before method, constructor or static initializer execution
Insert code before method exit
Replace field access
Replace method call
Inline method
The name of the tool has no meaning, it is just a reference to C’s inline assembler directive
[Bru13].
3.2 How Does ASMWork
Instead of following the same path as other bytecode frameworks, ASM does not create objects
when deserializing1 for manipulating the bytecode. Using a visitor-based approach [EB07] it
acquires data incrementally and only when needed, avoiding unnecessary creation and deletion of
short-life objects. It uses an adapter design pattern where visitors can be called and manipulate the
bytecode. An adapter design pattern enables classes with different interfaces and no compatibility
to be able to "adapt" to each other without changing any classes interface to conform the other
[GHJV95].
ASM characterizes for providing a bunch of techniques that improves its usability [Kul07]:
• Automatic management of the class constant pool
• Automatic management of the class structure
• Labels are used to name instruction addresses
• Computation of maximum stack and local variables
The core ASM API is based mainly on abstract Visitor classes (e.g., ClassVisitor, FieldVisitor,
MethodVisitor and AnnotationVisitor). The implementation of this abstract classes are classified
in two groups: event producers and event receivers.
1 It is called deserialization, or unmarshalling, the operation of constructing an object from an array of bytes.
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ClassReader, for instance, is a event producer and works as a Java class parser2. When parsing
and visiting the class structure it generates the events that an event receiver will consume. In
Figure 3.1 are presented the different ClassReader creator methods.
1 ClassReader(byte[] b)
2 ClassReader(byte[] b, int off, int len)
3 ClassReader(InputStream is)
4 ClassReader(String name)
5
Figure 3.1: ClassReader’s constructor methods.
When using ASM for generating bytecodes there is two different approaches: either adding
or modifying code or just the creation a class from scratch. ClassWriter generates a byte array in
Java class format3 and it can be created in two different ways, as showed in Figure 3.2. However,
the most efficient one is the first, the one including a ClassReader object in its creation. This way
all the methods that are not transformed are directly copied as is in the resulting class and thus
saving a lot of time3. Furthermore, the class’ constant pool is copied to the new class but the
only inconvenience is that, besides adding new constant pool entries, the unused ones will not be
removed3.
1 public ClassWriter(ClassReader classReader, int flags)
2 public ClassWriter(int flags)
3
Figure 3.2: ClassWriter’s constructor methods.
It is worth mentioning ClassWriter flags, because it makes easier the programmer work but
including them slows the ClassWriter’s execution. For instance COMPUTE_MAXS makes it
10% slower and COMPUTE_FRAMES 20% [Bru13].
Furthermore, the way ClassReader has to "send" the events to ClassVisitor implementations is
firing a method called accept (see Figure 3.3).
1 public void accept(ClassVisitor classVisitor, int flags)
2 public void accept(ClassVisitor classVisitor, Attribute[] attrs, int flags)
3
Figure 3.3: ClassReader’s accept method.
This method is basic for any kind of ClassVisitor to receive the result from ClassReader’s
parsing. For instance, if we want to rewrite the same class without modifying it would be done as
in Figure 3.4
Notice the last ClassReader method call in Figure 3.4: toByteArray(). Basically, this function
is responsible of serializing4 the resulting code.
2ClassReader Documentation: http://asm.ow2.org/asm50/javadoc/user/org/objectweb/asm/ClassReader.html
3ClassWriter Documentation: http://asm.ow2.org/asm50/javadoc/user/org/objectweb/asm/ClassWriter.html
4It is called serialization, or marshalling, the operation of transforming an object into an array of bytes.
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1 //Read Java class aray of bytes
2 byte[] original_class = ...;
3 ClassReader cr = new ClassReader(byte_array);
4 ClassWriter cw = new ClassWriter(NO_FLAGS);
5 cr.accept(cw, 0);
6 byte[] resulting_class = cw.toByteArray(); // original_class represents the same class
7 // as resulting_class
8
Figure 3.4: Reading and rewriting an unmodified class.
Figure 3.5 shows a flow chart of how the class file is read by the ClassReader and it gradually
produces the events the ClassWriter is going to consume. Notice that no ClassVisitor consumes
ClassReader’s events before sending them to the ClassWriter object so the output results the same
as the input.
Figure 3.5: Unmodified Java class file.
On the top of event producers and consumers there is an extra key role player: event filters
[Bru13]. These event filters are ClassVisitor implementations that enable us to filter the targeted
code from a class.
Summarizing, for bytecode transformations using ASM we need:
1. Create a ClassReader that reads class file
2. Create a ClassWriter and force it to receive the events from ClassReader
3. Create a ClassVisitor with our desired implementation
In Figure 3.6 we can see highlighted how the implementation of the abstract class ClassVisitor
is added to the event flow and thus "filter" the events.
1 ClassReader cr = new ClassReader(original_class);
2 ClassWriter cw = new ClassWriter(flags);
3 cr.accept(cw, flags);
4 YourClassVisitor cv = new YourClassVisitor(ASM5, cw);
5 cr.accept(cv, 0);
6 byte[] resulting_class = cw.toByteArray();
7
Figure 3.6: Addition of a class filter to the event flow.
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Figure 3.7 shows this time how this time events are sent to the event filter, the ClassVisitor
implementation, for later be sent to the event consumer, ClassWriter, and serialize the new version
of the class.
Figure 3.7: Transformed Java class file.
Besides the core API, ASM also provides a tree based package since early versions of ASM
(v1.3.3) [EB07]. This approach enables really specific transformations but we lose one of the
main advantages of ASM that is the gradual deserialization of the code and not needing to create
an object model, which slows the execution speed.
3.3 ASM Release History
ASM API has been publicly used since 2002. It has changed a lot since then and this makes way
more difficult relying on previous papers or documentation. For instance, there is no guide for the
latest release of ASM, just for ASM 4.0 [Bru13], and a lot of changes have been introduced for
the latest version, including the removal of classes widely used before. In order to have a better
insight of the tool development, ASM release history is detailed below [EB07]:
ASM 1.3 First public version [11 July 2002]
ASM 2.0 ASM library plugin for Eclipse, used by Bytecode Outline plugin5 [17 May 2005]
ASM 3.0 [1 November 2006]
ASM 4.0 Full support of Java 7 [29 October 2011]
ASM 5.0 Full support of Java 8 [16 March 2014]
ASM 5.1 Latest release up to date [5 March 2016]
3.4 Java Agents
Java Agents 6 are Java classes compressed in JAR files that allow the instrumentation of programs
running on a JVM. For instrumenting a program, the target program includes the agent JAR as VM
5Bytecode Outline plugin for Eclipse Website: http://asm.ow2.org/eclipse/index.html
6 Java Instrumentation Documentation: https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/lang/instrument/package-
summary.html
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compilation argument: (-javaagent:jarpath[=options])6. Also, if needed, more than one agent can
be added as an argument.
Every Agent class must implement a premain method:
1 public static void premain(String agentArgs, Instrumentation inst);
This premain method from the agent executes before the main application and works like
a kind of main for Java agents. It should be noted that if it is executed after the JVM launch,
premain will not be executed.
1 public static void agentmain(String agentArgs, Instrumentation inst);
On the top of it, there is another method agentmain that will only be executed if agent execution
is delayed until the JVM is already launched.
Every JAR file includes a Manifest File. A Manifest file is a file that contains meta-info from
the JAR file. Every Manifest file when created by default describes at least the Manifest file
version and version of the JDK. However, Manifest files have other more interesting parameters
for dealing and tuning Java Agents:
• Premain-Class
It specifies the agent class, the one containing the pre-main method that the JVM re-
quires at launch time. If it does not find it, the JVM aborts.
• Agent-Class
It specifies the agent class but this time the one containing the agentmain method.
Agentmain will only be executed if the agent is launched after the JVM launch. If it does
not find it, it does not abort.
• Boot-Class-Path
It redefines the bootstrap class loader path [Optional].
• Can-Redefine-Classes
Boolean that enables the re-definition7 of a class [Optional].
• Can-Retransform-Classes
Boolean that enables the re-retransformation8 of a class [Optional].
• Can-Set-Native-Method-Prefix
Boolean that enables setting native method prefix [Optional].
Furthermore, when an agent is executed in order transform a class it should register an in-
stance from ClassFileTransformer9 interface, which belong to instrument package, and add it to
the agent’s default instrumentation object.
7Intrumentation will be called at an arbitrary time
8Intrumentation before loading class file in the JVM
9https://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/lang/instrument/ClassFileTransformer.html
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1 public class SimpleJavaAgent {
2 private static Instrumentation inst;
3 private static SimpleClassTransformer transformer;
4
5 public static void premain(String agentArgument, Instrumentation instrumentation) {
6 transformer = new SimpleClassTransformer();
7 instrumentation.addTransformer(transformer, true);
8 }
9 }
10
Figure 3.8: Registration of ClassFileTransformer implementation.
In Figure 3.8 it is shown an example of a Java Agent which registers an instance of an im-
plementation of ClassFileTransformer. ClassfileTransformer interface is responsible for any class
file transformation. For registering an implemented version of ClassFileTransformer interface the
agent calls Instrumentation’s 10 method addTransformer.
A simplified illustrative anagram of the JVM life cycle is shown in Figure 3.9. Note that the
execution of the Java agent occurs after the initialization of the JVM.
Figure 3.9: Execution of Java Agent during JVM life cycle.
However, for manipulating raw bytecode it is required assistance from tools like ASM or
Javassist that enables programmers to manipulate the bytecode sequence. This will happen in
ClassFileTransformer.
3.5 Microbenchmarking
Analysing performance in Java is way more complicated than in a statically compiled language as
for instance C. Furthermore, it can be predicted the program’s performance in most cases. This
does not happen in Java [Goe04].
10https://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/lang/instrument/Instrumentation.html
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It can happen that during the execution of a benchmark over a program, HotSpot JIT finds
itself in unexpected situations that force recompilation [Goe04]:
• Accumulation of profiling data.
• Loading of new classes.
• Execution of code paths that have not been traversed yet in already loaded classes.
Obviously, this kind of noise only interferes in the measurement of the benchmark and do not
represent the actual performance of the tested piece of code. Also another recurrent problem is
that as benchmarks do not produce any output this may bring to situations where part or all the
program may be optimized in a way that it executes a way more reduced version of the actual
program.
Nowadays, there is two microbrenchmarks tools widely used: JMH [Cor] and Caliper11, a tool
developed by Google. JMH was selected due to the previous experience with it.
3.5.1 Dead-code
Dead-code are to those sections of code which do not produce any output or any computational
contribution to the program execution. This sections of code just make the processor spend time
and energy and eventually, when the JIT (Just-In-Time) compiler detects it, it removes it. Usually
this is not a problem, it actually improves the code, but when benchmarking a code if some piece
of code is just removed while measuring it will distort the results. This kind of situations can
happen in benchmarking tools because the code is not being used in any further computation, it is
just measuring its execution.
3.5.2 Warmup
Due to Java unpredictable dynamic compilation the analysis can be distorted so when looking to
measure performance is convenient to analyse its compiled version execution. The problem is that
it is not easy to predict when JIT is going to compile a method. That is why before analysing
the execution it is convenient to execute a certain number of times the code to force JIT applica-
tion, desirably, of all the possible optimizations it would perform if the code was executed and
optimized until it found its most optimized version.
3.6 JMH
Java Microbenchmark Harness [Cor] is a microbenchmarking tool developed by Oracle [Cor].
This tool can either work with programs written in Java or other languages that run on the JVM.
It has two ways of being set up: either defining a JMH start script in the class’ main or defining
11https://github.com/google/caliper
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the benchmark parameters via annotations. We chose the second one because it makes easier to
understand the code.
JMH lets the programmer configure a lot of details before launching the benchmark. We are
introducing the most common and used configuration annotations from JMH:
• BenchmarkMode sets the kind of test to run
• State defines the scope availability between the defined threads
• OutputTimeUnit sets the time units the results should be presented in
• Setup specifies the setup method before running the benchmark
• Measurement specifies the number of iterations(group of invocations) and how long to run
them
• Warmup, as Measurement, it specifies the number of iterations and how long they are going
to run
• Param indicates the values the benchmark is going to use for every round of exection. It
expects a String array that will be parsed to the field type
However, these configuration statements include a lot of options that go beyond the objective
of this work.
In order to give an overall idea of how JMH works, we present in Figure 3.10 a simple exam-
ple of the FIR method microbenchmark. Basically we specify a benchmark that outputs the av-
erage execution time (@BenchmarkMode(Mode.AverageTime)) and we want it to present it
in nanoseconds(@OutputTimeUnit(TimeUnit.NANOSECONDS)). Now, during execution we
want the setup method, marked with Setup annotation, to execute for each value from @Param.
In this case, it will create a random sample used afterwards by the benchmark’s targeted method
fir.
JMH latest version release is v1.12 from March 2016 and it is regularly updated since its
release in 2013.
3.7 JavaClass2Jasmin Tool
A first approach for optimization research on the bytecode level was based on Jasmin Assembly
Language [JM04]. As there is no tool besides Eclipse’s [Fou01] plugin Bytecode Outline [Los04]
for analysing in a readable way and, furthermore due to this thesis proposal, modify in an easy and
quick way bytecode instructions, it raised the need to develop such tool.
This tool, named JavaClass2Jasmin, with help of the ASM framework transforms class files
into Jasmin assembler code.
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1 import org.openjdk.jmh.annotations.*;
2 [...]
3
4 @BenchmarkMode(Mode.AverageTime)
5 @OutputTimeUnit(TimeUnit.NANOSECONDS)
6 @State(Scope.Benchmark)
7 public class MyBenchmark {
8
9 private static int[] x;
10
11 @Param({"65536","262144","1045576","4194304"})
12 public int sampleSize;
13
14 @Setup
15 public void setup() {
16 x = getRandomSample(sampleSize);
17 }
18
19 @Benchmark
20 public static int[] fir() {
21 [...]
22 }
23 }
24
Figure 3.10: Example of JMH benchmark.
3.7.1 Jasmin
Jasmin [JM04] is the first assembler that was developed for the Java Virtual Machine. It uses
ASCII descriptions from the JVM instruction set. Later they are compiled into Java class files.
Its creation was due to the first book about the JVM: Java Virtual Machine Specification
[MD97]. By the time the book was published there was no assembler format for the JVM so,
for making the JVM easier to work and study, the creators developed this assembler.
The last update on Jasmin took place in 2006 with the v2.4 release. Since v2.0 they added
an extended Jasmin assembly language called JasminXT with a lot of more detailed features.
However, in this dissertation we work with the regular Jasmin.
3.7.2 JavaClass2Jasmin Implementation
JavaClass2Jasmin has taken advantage of ASM to deserialize the code using an instance of Class-
Reader and develop our own version of ClassVisitor that would let us create a Jasmin description
of the a class. First, the class file would be read, transformed into a byte sequence for adapting it to
ClassReader parameters. Following, an object our own version of ClassVisitor would be created
and force its visit to the class using accept method from ClassReader.
The mentioned ClassVisitor visits all the code and extract the information from the class for
building a string in Jasmin syntax. In other words, for each field, access, method, type annotation,
attribute, inner class, outerclass or annotation that it visits we use the visiting function parameters
information for translating it to Jasmin syntax.
The translation ends when the stream of bytes ends, in other words, when the class description
ends. After that it is saved in memory in Jasmin format (.j).
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1 public static ClassConverter class2Jasmin(File outputDir, File classFile) {
2 byte[] in = IoUtils.readAsBytes(classFile);
3 ClassReader classReader = new ClassReader(in);
4 ClassConverter cc = new ClassConverter(Opcodes.ASM5, classFile, outputDir);
5 classReader.accept(cc, 0);
6 return cc;
7 }
8
Figure 3.11: Specialized ClassVisitor implementation for method parsing.
1 public class ClassConverter extends ClassVisitor {
2 private final File jasminFile;
3 private final StringBuilder sb;
4
5 public ClassConverter(int version, File inputFile, File outputDir) {
6 super(version);
7 String ext = IoUtils.getExtension(inputFile);
8 jasminFile = new File(outputDir, inputFile.getName().replaceAll(ext, "j"));
9 sb = new StringBuilder();
10 }
11 [...]
12 }
13
Figure 3.12: ClassConverter creator method.
Although, this is not enough, as noted before, this only visits the class information. Translating
methods require a different translation from the one that suits for classes information. That is why
we need another implementation from ClassVisitor that visits each function and translates it in a
appropriate way (see Figure 3.13).
1 public class ClassConverter extends ClassVisitor {
2 [...]
3 Override
4 public MethodVisitor visitMethod(int access, String name, String desc, String
signature, String[] exceptions) {
5 sb.append(".method ");
6 String methodAccess = ConvertUtils.getMethodAccess(access);
7 sb.append(methodAccess);
8 sb.append(name);
9 sb.append(desc);
10 sb.append("\n");
11 return new MethodConverter(api, sb);
12 }
13 [...]
14 }
15
Figure 3.13: Specialized MethodVisitor implementation call for method parsing.
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An explanatory flowchart described in Figure 3.14 shows how we can use this tool to compile
the class we want to see its translation to bytecode. Afterwards, the Jasmin program can be
analysed and modified as required. Finally, for executing this new program we would need again
a .class file, which we would get through the Jasmin compiler.
Figure 3.14: JavaClass2Jasmin flowchart.
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3.8 Overview
One of the requirements was the tool to perform in Java 8 that forced to us to use ASM 5.0.
However, the latest guide released by OW2 Consortium [Bru13] is only for ASM 4.0. That would
not be a problem if most of the easier approaches proposed in earlier versions to ASM 5.0 have
disappeared. On top of that, if things are not done correctly ASM API does not help you that
much. If something does not work most times is the programmer’s task to detect, first, that is
not working and, second, discover why is not working. The latter can become a difficult exercise
because no information nor errors are provided. The only information obtained is when the code
intended to insert crashes. It is required a deep understanding of the API for avoiding these kind
of situations.
Furthermore, due to our programs characteristics, being more concerned about the execution
of a certain piece of code than the rest of the program, it was not going to work analysing the code
in a usual way. That is why we needed to use microbenchmarking tools instead.
Finally, JavaClass2Jasmin has been crucial for understanding what was Java compiler trans-
lating to bytecode. It let us understand, for instance, that the code is translated in quite a straight-
forward way and that it can be rearranged, and that is exactly what JIT (Section 2.6) does.
3.9 Summary
This chapter described our selected tool for bytecode generation, ASM. It described some details
about its software design patters and interesting features. Moreover, it introduced to ASM’s pro-
cess for bytecode manipulation. Following, it described the instrumentation using Java Agents,
specifying its creation specifications and how to apply them for instrumenting a code. Next, it
introduced the term of microbenchmarking and our chosen tool, JMH. Finally, JavaClass2Jasmin
was presented, a complementary tool developed during this, for the study of the Java class structure
in Jasmin syntax.
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Chapter 4
Generative Bytecode Templates
When executing a program in a device its performance depends on the architecture and most times
one can not predict the code performance until the program is actually executed. As explained
before in Chapter 2, the JVM may delay applying optimizations of the code until it detects its
hotspots. The problem is that we can not predict when it is going to compile a section of code.
When searching for the best performance version of a code, a programmer could generate
statically each version on the targeted device, test them and develop a strategy based on profiling
results. For example, in Figure 4.1 we have a code with a parameter n on which the optimizations
applied by the programmer are based on and we chose the version with the best performance
depending on the argument value. If there is no specialised version for a certain n it executes the
original method.
1 if n == 4 then y = f4()
2 else if n == 8 then y = f8()
3 else if n == 16 then y = f16()
4 ...
5 else y = f(n)
6
Figure 4.1: Strategy depending on a parameter.
This could be a solution but it has some drawbacks. For each device it is required the following:
• Having access to source code:
This is one of the main issues. It can not be expected that the user is going to have
access to the source code and modify it conveniently.
• Create statically each version of the code:
Depending on the code, the number of versions can be really high. For example, for a
FIR algorithm if we apply optimizations based on the kernel size it will require the combina-
tion of the number of techniques considered and for each of the possible kernel size, which
may not be known before runtime. See Figure 4.2 where we consider N possible versions
of this combination.
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Figure 4.2: Static generation of optimized versions.
• Test the different versions:
It is required by the programmer to statically evaluate each version.
• Change the strategy for each device:
The programmer needs to change the source code choosing the best implementation for
each of the possible scenarios.
• Overhead each of these versions:
On the top of it, all these possible versions of the same piece of code are going to
occupy memory and they might never be called.
Our approach is, instead of creating N versions of a function, we use a generative template
(see Figure 4.3) that can generate after receiving an input describing the desired optimizations, the
N version to be tested on that particular device.
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Figure 4.3: Development of generative template.
Now every time it is required a different version of the code, instead of substituting the code
with one of N static version, the desired version can be described during execution, generate a
request with the required info and specification that replaces the code to execute (see Figure 4.4).
Figure 4.4: Runtime generation of optimized versions of the code.
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4.1 Development of Generative Bytecode Templates
The development of these templates is done by code analysis. When developing a template we
need to find the shared code. This shared code is the essential bytecode instructions that any
version of the original code has.
This analysis is done statically and detecting the potentially modifiable parts of the code, like
a compiler would do. That is why in these analyses we distinguish two kind of code sections:
• Invariant code that remains the same no matter how the code is transformed.
• Hotspots, or in another words, potential code sections to be transformed.
The invariant code remains the same for every version of the code. On the other hand, Hotspots
though are dealt depending on the desired optimization technique to apply. This is mainly done
by:
• Parameterizing for injection of literals. E.g., modify the starting value of an iterator or its
increment.
• Inserting code as convenient, maintaining the code structure. E.g., creation of local vari-
ables.
However, the collateral effect of transforming Hotspots is that it may affect other parts from
the code like other variables and functions. That is why when developing templates we add or
eliminate code based on the original code bytecode translation in terms of variables allocation.
Figure 4.5: Static development of templates and later generation.
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In the following sections we present an analysis of how this generation happens both in byte-
code instructions, represented in Jasmin assembly language, and compare it with ASM [EB07],
the one describing the generation.
4.2 Runtime Bytecode Generator
The objective of the runtime Bytecode generator is to modify and generate code at runtime. In
most cases, we need information about the target code for applying modifications which are not
available until execution has started. For instance, in the one dimensional FIR used in the experi-
ments we need the kernel size for determining how to unroll the loop. Moreover, if we intend to
change the code at runtime, using the Java Agents default invocation will only let us access to the
class byte array at the beginning of the class loading. That is why we need a workaround.
We assume, once the class has been loaded, that the required extra code that invokes code gen-
eration has been inserted before by an external tool, such as aspect oriented based tools. This code
enables the program to specify the desired optimization and required parameters for generating
the version at any time during execution.
The mentioned code consists on the definition of a functional interface1, a feature added in
Java 8, that is used for enabling the code generation. This interface, named BytecodeGenerator in
Figure 4.6, as every functional interface, can only contain a method, in this case called generate
.
1 public class TargetedClass {
2 ...
3 interface BytecodeGenerator {
4 void generate(int[] arguments);
5 }
6 ...
7 }
8
Figure 4.6: Functional interface declaration.
This generate function is later going to be used for invoking the Java Agent. However, it is
implemented by a empty method in case no Java Agent is added to the execution (see Figure 4.7).
1Functional Interface Documentation: https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/lang/FunctionalInterface.html
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1 public class ObjectiveClass {
2 ...
3 public static BytecodeGenerator generator = TargetedClass::foo;
4
5 private static void foo(int[] arguments) {
6 //empty method
7 }
8 ...
9 }
10
Figure 4.7: Interface implementation with empty method.
Finally, in the targeted class where we want to modify the method, this tool is going to insert
a call to the interface’s generate method, as highlighted in Figure 4.8.
1 public class TargetedClass {
2 public static void main(String[] args) {
3 ...
4 //Inserted code
5 generator.generate(int[] arguments);
6 //Original code
7 executeTargetedCode();
8 ...
9 }
10 }
11
Figure 4.8: Static generation of templates.
As mentioned before, if no agents are present, the application executes normally. Therefore,
we require to define a Java Agent with the single purpose of reassigning the functional interface
field, named generator.
After including our agent to the program’s build path, when the program is executed it will de-
fine the functional interface implementation for its own implementation 2 as we can see highlighted
in Figure 4.9. This implementation will also provide the arguments to the SimpleClassTransformer
object and thus to the template based bytecode generator.
2For further explanation on Java Agents read Section 3.4.
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1 public class AgentConsumer {
2 public static void premain(String agentArgument, Instrumentation instrumentation) {
3 inst = instrumentation;
4 try {
5 transformer = new SimpleClassTransformer();
6 TargetedClass.generator = AgentConsumer::generate;
7
8 } catch (Exception e) {
9 e.printStackTrace();
10 }
11 }
12 private static void generate(int factor, int kernelSize) {
13 try {
14 transformer.setArguments(int[] arguments);
15 inst.addTransformer(transformer, true);
16 inst.retransformClasses(TargetedClass.class);
17 } catch (UnmodifiableClassException e) {
18 e.printStackTrace();
19 }
20 }
21 }
22 }
Figure 4.9: Functional interface consumer.
Figure 4.10 shows the filtering of the targeted class and the call to the method responsible for
the actual code generation.
1 public class SimpleClassTransformer implements ClassFileTransformer, Opcodes {
2 public byte[] transform(ClassLoader loader, String className, Class<?>
classBeingRedefined,
3 ProtectionDomain protectionDomain, byte[] classfileBuffer) throws
IllegalClassFormatException {
4 try {
5 if (classBeingRedefined.equals(TargetedClass.class)) {
6 return generateSpecializedVersion(classfileBuffer);
7 }
8 } else {
9 return classfileBuffer;
10 } catch (Exception e) {
11 System.err.println(e);
12 }
13 return classfileBuffer;
14 }
15 [...]
16 }
Figure 4.10: ClassFileTransformer interface implementation.
Now, we need to read the complete class array of bytes with ClassReader. After that the
writing is enabled with ClassWriter and finally we apply our implementation of MethodVisitor,
named MethodReplacer, that is the actual responsible of generating the code (see Figure 4.11). As
it can be seen highlighted in Figure 4.11, the desired targeted method is filtered.
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1 private byte[] generateSpecializedVersion(byte[] classfileBuffer) {
2 ClassReader classReader = new ClassReader(classfileBuffer);
3 ClassWriter cw = new ClassWriter(classReader, ClassWriter.COMPUTE_MAXS | ClassWriter.
COMPUTE_FRAMES);
4 ClassVisitor cv = new ClassVisitor(Opcodes.ASM5, cw) {
5 @Override
6 public MethodVisitor visitMethod(int access, String name, String desc, String
signature,
7 String[] exceptions) {
8 MethodVisitor mv = this.cv.visitMethod(access, name, desc, signature, exceptions);
9 if (name.equals(<targetedMethod>)) {
10 return new MethodReplacer(ASM5, mv,arguments);
11 }
12 return mv;
13 }
14 };
15 classReader.accept(cv, 0);
16 return cw.toByteArray();
17 }
18
Figure 4.11: Forcing visit to our MethodVisitor implementation.
This developed class MethodReplacer is actually inheriting an empty MethodVisitor imple-
mentation and only adds the code at the end of the targeted method using method visitEnd (see
Figure 4.12). This way we avoided any conflict with the class file format.
1 public class MethodReplacer extends EmptyMethodVisitor implements Opcodes {
2 public MethodReplacer(int api, MethodVisitor mv, int[] arguments) {
3 }
4
5 @Override
6 public void visitEnd() {
7 try {
8 generateSpecializedFIR();
9 } catch (Exception e) {
10 e.printStackTrace();
11 }
12 }
13 }
14
Figure 4.12: EmptyMethodAdvisor approach.
A simple summarising anagram is shown in Figure 4.13 for better understanding. At a first
step, the Java Agent creates an instance of the Runtime Bytecode Generation. Following, during
the execution of the program this tool receives generation requests, specifying the desired gener-
ated version. Finally, after the generation, it replaces the bytecodes of the targeted piece code.
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Figure 4.13: Runtime generation request and replacement of bytecodes.
4.3 Examples of Generatives Templates
The approach is explained using a practical example over FIR algorithm. Figure 4.14 depicts an
implementation of the FIR algorithm in Java. The method receives a data set of size M and a
kernel of size N. This data set is iterated by a first loop, starting at its N-1 position, and contains a
inner loop where the calculations take place. In this innermost loop is calculated the new value for
each position of the data set by assigning the result of sum of multiplications between the kernel
and the data set current position and its preceding N-1 elements. The highlighted lines in Figure
4.14 indicates the section on which the following templates are going to focus on.
1 public static int[] fir(int[] x, int[] c) {
2 int[] y = new int[x.length];
3 int M = x.length;
4 int N = c.length;
5 for (int j = N - 1; j < M; j++) {
6 int output = 0;
7 for (int i = 0; i < N; i++) {
8 output += c[i] * x[j - i];
9 }
10 y[j] = output;
11 }
12 return y;
13 }
14
Figure 4.14: Java implementation of the FIR algorithm.
When the Java compiler translates the Java code to bytecode it usually does it in a really
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straightforward way, leaving most of the optimization job to JIT. However a number of optimiza-
tions may be applied once JIT learns enough about the code as it is already explained in Section
2.6.
4.3.1 Example of Fully Unrolling Template
Our objective is to unroll the innermost loop, highlighted in Figure 4.14. For instance, in Figure
4.15 an example of the FIR algorithm showed before with innermost loop fully unrolled for a
kernel of size N=4.
1 public static int[] unrolledFIR4(int[] x, int[] c) {
2 int[] y = new int[x.length];
3 int M = x.length;
4 for (int j = N - 1; j < M; j++) {
5 int output = 0;
6 output += c[0] * x[j];
7 output += c[1] * x[j - 1];
8 output += c[2] * x[j - 2];
9 output += c[3] * x[j - 3];
10 y[j] = output;
11 }
12 return y;
13 }
14
Figure 4.15: FIR alg. inner loop unrolled for a 4 sized kernel.
Now let us see how a FIR unrolling template should look like. As in Java, for applying loop
unrolling we do not have to modify the whole code, we must respect part of the structure for
assuring its correct execution, but besides from that the code will remain the same.
As Java compiler assigns local variables entries in the same order as they are in the program,
it can induced that x and c are allocated in entry 0 and 1 respectively (only because the function is
static, as explained in Section 2.2).
On the top of that, the inner loop does not exist any more and so there is one less branch and
one frame instruction less that ASM automatically calculates using ClassWriter’s flag
COMPUTE_FRAMES. Also, there is one less local variable because there is no more inner loop
iterator. So actually, we just need to remove the branches and replicate the code using the more
efficient bytecode instructions. For instance, when specifying the offset for accessing the arrays
positions we could just push constants but that would create a slower and bigger program. And
last but not least, we need to specify the labels for every Java line represented in bytecode. We
need to do so for helping ASM to generate code in a much quicker way.
In Figure 4.16 we can see all the concerns described before. There is the base case (output
+= c[0] * x[j];) and afterwards the line code generation for each position of the kernel
(output += c[%d] * x[j - %d];). Most of the the code to be generated remains the same
with just specific instructions change so in order to avoid showing replicated code and make it
more understandable, we present already shown code in the base case with [...] notation for
the code generation in the loops.
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1 private MethodVisitor fullUnrolling(int access, String name, String desc, String
signature, String[] exceptions) {
2 [...]
3 Label[] labelOutputCalc = new Label[kernelSize];
4 labelOutputCalc[0] = new Label();
5 mv.visitLabel(labelOutputCalc[0]);
6 mv.visitVarInsn(ILOAD, 6); // output
7 mv.visitVarInsn(ALOAD, 1); // @c
8 mv.visitInsn(ICONST_0); // 0
9 mv.visitInsn(IALOAD); // c[0]
10 mv.visitVarInsn(ALOAD, 0); // @x
11 mv.visitVarInsn(ILOAD, 5); // j
12 mv.visitInsn(IALOAD); // x[j]
13 mv.visitInsn(IMUL); // c[0]*x[j]
14 mv.visitInsn(IADD); // output + c[0] * x[j]
15 mv.visitVarInsn(ISTORE, 6); // output += c[0] * x[j]
16 // output += ci * x[j -i];
17 for (int i = 1; i < Math.min(6, kernelSize); i++) {
18 [...]
19 mv.visitInsn(ICONST_0+i); // i
20 [...]
21 mv.visitInsn(ICONST_0+ i); // i
22 mv.visitInsn(ISUB); // j - i
23 [...]
24 }
25 for (int i = 6; i < kernelSize; i++) {
26 [...]
27 mv.visitIntInsn(BIPUSH, i); // i
28 [...]
29 mv.visitIntInsn(BIPUSH, i); // i
30 mv.visitInsn(ISUB); // j - i
31 [...]
32 }
33 [...]
34 mv.visitEnd();
35 return mv;
36 }
37
Figure 4.16: Generative template for innermost loop full unrolling of the FIR algorithm with ASM.
The resulting generated code from the template will look like Figure 4.17 in Jasmin syntax.
We are not showing all the code because as mentioned most remains the same, but take a closer
look to the highlighted lines on Figure 4.17. First, local variables have been recalculated thus
we have one less local variable so now instead of 8 local variables it has been allocated 7 local
variables entries. Also we used the most efficient bytecode instructions for specifying the offset
for accessing the array, in this case iconst bytecode instruction.
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1 .method public unrolledFIR4([I[I)I
2 .limit stack 5
3 .limit locals 7
4 [..]
5 LabelOutput0:
6 iload 6
7 aload 1
8 iconst_0
9 iaload
10 aload 0
11 iload 5
12 iaload
13 imul
14 iadd
15 istore 6
16 [..]
17 LabelOutput4:
18 iload 6
19 aload 1
20 iconst_3
21 iaload
22 aload 0
23 iload 5
24 iconst_3
25 isub
26 iaload
27 imul
28 iadd
29 istore 6
30 [...]
31 ireturn
32 .end method
33
Figure 4.17: Innermost loop unrolling of the FIR algorithm in Jasmin.
4.3.2 Full Unrolling Combined with Scalar Replacement
Additionally to the full unroll generative template we can add more optimizations techniques to
the template like scalar replacement or constant propagation. We have developed a template that
can combine both fully unroll for the FIR method and add if desired scalar replacement to it. Most
of the explanation follows what has been explained in Section 4.3.
Scalar replacement consists on substituting memory accesses by scalar variables. In our FIR
template it translates to kernel array accesses being substituted by variables. For adding this
option to our template we distinguish two parts, as shown highlighted in Figure 4.18, the variables
creation on one side and when they are used in the calculation on the other side.
The first concern just needs to be solved before entering the loop. Since we are dealing with a
static method, the local variables indexing will start by x and therefore the kernel will be in position
1. Additionally, as we want to simplify the template we allocate these new variables after the one
which were already considered. That is why we also need to understand what are the minimum
local variables. In this case, as shown in Figure 4.17, it is just eight. Figure 4.19 shows how in the
same order of execution as Figure 4.18 we add to the code the local variables. It basically consists
on allocating for each position of the kernel size a local variable that will be allocated just after
the crucial local variables required for correct execution. It accesses to the method’s parameter c,
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1 public static int[] fir(int[] x, int[] c) {
2 int[] y = new int[x.length];
3 int M = x.length;
4 int c0 = c[0];
5 int c1 = c[1];
6 int c2 = c[2];
7 int c3 = c[3];
8 for (int j = 3; j < M; j++) {
9 int output = 0;
10 output += c0 * x[j];
11 output += c1 * x[j - 1];
12 output += c2 * x[j - 2];
13 output += c3 * x[j - 3];
14 y[j] = output;
15 }
16 return y;
17 }
18
Figure 4.18: Full unroll of the innermost loop combined with scalar replacement for a kernel of
size 4.
being in this case in position 1, and adds the accessing offset for later for loading the array position
and later saving it in the method’s local array.
1 private MethodVisitor fullUnrolling(...) {
2 [...]
3 if (scalarReplacement) {
4 Label[] l_x = new Label[kernelSize];
5 for (int i = 0; i < Math.min(6, kernelSize); i++) {
6 l_x[i] = new Label();
7 mv.visitLabel(l_x[i]);
8 mv.visitVarInsn(ALOAD, 1); // @c
9 mv.visitInsn(ICONST_0 + i);
10 mv.visitInsn(IALOAD);
11 mv.visitVarInsn(ISTORE, MINIMUM_LOCAL_VAR + i);
12 }
13 for (int i = 6; i < kernelSize; i++) {
14 l_x[i] = new Label();
15 mv.visitLabel(l_x[i]);
16 mv.visitVarInsn(ALOAD, 1); // @c
17 mv.visitIntInsn(BIPUSH, i);
18 mv.visitInsn(IALOAD);
19 mv.visitVarInsn(ISTORE, MINIMUM_LOCAL_VAR + i);
20 }
21 }
22 [...]
23 }
24
Figure 4.19: ASM local variables generation.
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The second concern is quite more simple. Instead of having to do every access for each output
calculation line like Figure 4.16 we just need now to push the local variable to the operand stack.
In Figure 4.20 we can see highlighted how, depending if scalar replacement optimization has
been specified or not, it accesses to the local variable copy or directly to the array. This time for
simplicity we have only added the first generative loop.
1 // output += ci * x[j -i];
2 for (int i = 1; i < Math.min(6, unrollingTop); i++) {
3 labelOutputCalc[i] = new Label();
4 mv.visitLabel(labelOutputCalc[i]);
5 mv.visitVarInsn(ILOAD, 6); // output index
6 if (scalarReplacement) {
7 mv.visitVarInsn(ILOAD, MINIMUM_LOCAL_VAR + i);
8 } else {
9 mv.visitVarInsn(ALOAD, 1);
10 mv.visitInsn(ICONST_0 + i); // [1..5]
11 mv.visitInsn(IALOAD); // c[]
12 }
13 mv.visitVarInsn(ALOAD, 0); // @x
14 mv.visitVarInsn(ILOAD, 5); // index j
15 mv.visitInsn(ICONST_0 + i); // [1..5]
16 mv.visitInsn(ISUB); // j -i
17 mv.visitInsn(IALOAD); // x[j -i]
18 mv.visitInsn(IMUL); // ci * x[j -i]
19 mv.visitInsn(IADD); // output + ci * x[j -i]
20 mv.visitVarInsn(ISTORE, 6); // output = output + ci * x[j -i]
21 }
22
Figure 4.20: Part of the FIR template output calculation with scalar replacement.
Notice this time the resulting code will still need the same size for the operating stack, it does
the same operations so there is no need to make it bigger. However, we can not say the same for
local variables size (see Figure 4.21). It increases accordingly to the number of local variables
added, and in this case, the kernel size.
1 .method public unrolledFIR4withScalarReplacement([I[I)I
2 .limit stack 5
3 .limit locals 11 ; MINIMUM_LOCAL_VAR + kernelSize
4 [..]
5 ireturn
6 .end method
7
Figure 4.21: Innermost loop unrolling of the FIR algorithm combined with scalar replacement in
Jasmin.
4.3.3 Unrolling Loop by a Factor Generative Template
On top of the template presented in the last two sections over the FIR algorithm,it is possible
to overload it a bit more. Right now this template generates, for a given kernel, an unroll of its
innermost loop with the additional option of applying scalar replacement for the FIR algorithm.
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Now, we just intend to unroll by a factor and to manage to make the three approaches coexist
together.
In Figure 4.22 we can see highlighted the portion of code modified innermost loop regarding
to the original FIR code shown in Figure 4.14. The main differences this time is that, in contrast to
what we have been doing so far with the template, we need to include a loop and what it involves:
a branch and an iterator. Also, notice that the access to x is different too and that need to be
considered.
Note that in Figure 4.22 the factor is 2. During the development of this template we only
considered factors which are power of 2 (E.g, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, etc.). We also consider that the data
set size, the variable M, is multiple of the factor.
1 public static int[] firK2(int[] x, int[] c) {
2 int[] y = new int[x.length];
3 int M = x.length;
4 int N = c.length;
5 for (int j = N - 1; j < M; j++) {
6 int output = 0;
7 for (int i = 0; i < N; i += 2) {
8 output += c[i] * x[j - i];
9 output += c[i + 1] * x[j - (i + 1)];
10 }
11 y[j] = output;
12 }
13 return y;
14 }
15
Figure 4.22: Unroll of the FIR’s innermost loop by a factor of 2 .
Adding a new loop only consist of placing the code generation in the same order we would do
in an assembly language. We need first to initialize the iterator, and jump directly to the condition
at the end of the loop. We have done it this way, knowing some suppositions could be done, like
as the kernel will never be empty there is no need for a first condition check or changing its order,
but for this version we reproduced it in a Java compiler way leaving that for future optimizations
application. Furthermore, we need, like Java code in Figure 4.22, to increase the iterator depending
on the unrolling factor.
Figure 4.23 shows the concerns presented before. The iterator is initialized to zero at the
beginning of the loop, by pushing a 0 for later saving it in the local array. The security check
of condition is represented by GOTO instruction highlighted in the code that jumps directly to
the end of the loop. Before checking the condition, the iterator is increased depending on the
unrolling factor the template generation is occurring for later checking the jump condition. From
that moment on, it will directly from then or it will jump directly to the first line of the output
calculation.
The access to variable x is similar to the process explained in Section 4.3 but having into
account the subtraction.
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1 private void generateSpecializedFIR() {
2 [...]
3 Label l9 = null;
4 if (unrollByFactor) {
5 Label l7 = new Label();
6 mv.visitLabel(l7);
7 mv.visitInsn(ICONST_0);
8 mv.visitVarInsn(ISTORE, 7);
9 Label l8 = new Label();
10 mv.visitLabel(l8);
11 l9 = new Label();
12 mv.visitJumpInsn(GOTO, l9);
13 }
14 [...]
15 if (unrollByFactor) {
16 Label l11 = new Label();
17 mv.visitLabel(l11);
18 mv.visitIincInsn(7, unrollingFactor);
19 mv.visitLabel(l9);
20 mv.visitVarInsn(ILOAD, 7);
21 mv.visitVarInsn(ILOAD, 4);
22 mv.visitJumpInsn(IF_ICMPLT, labelOutputCalc[0]);
23 }
24 [...]
25 }
26
Figure 4.23: Innermost loop generation for FIR.
4.3.4 Sizing Fields Templates
When using dynamic resizeable structures, each time it needs more memory it forces stopping the
program, asking for more memory and restoring the execution afterwards. This is quite costly in
an overall program. However, in most cases, right after starting the execution of a program, we
can discover the appropriate size for our data structures. For example, if we are constructing a
graph and we know before executing the number of nodes it is going to have, providing this data
may avoid constant reallocation of memory at runtime.
There are three different ways of giving size to a field each and every one different due to the
JVM specification [LYBB15]:
1. clinit
• Initialized static fields.
2. init
• Non static fields initialized in the class.
• Fields initialized in class’ creator method.
When dealing with sizing, is quite easy and it is only required to parametrize the clinit
function (see Figure 4.24). setSize is a function that will push the desired literal to the operand
stack necessary for specifying the size of the variable before invoking the data structure library.
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1 private MethodVisitor optimizeClinit(int access, String name, String desc, String
signature, String[] exceptions) {
2 MethodVisitor mv = cv.visitMethod(access, name, desc, signature, exceptions);
3 try {
4 [...]
5 Label l = new Label();
6 mv.visitLabel(l);
7 mv.visitTypeInsn(NEW, "java/util/HashMap");
8 mv.visitInsn(DUP);
9 setSize(mv, predecessorsSize);
10 mv.visitMethodInsn(INVOKESPECIAL, "java/util/HashMap", "<init>", "(I)V", false);
11 mv.visitFieldInsn(PUTSTATIC, "graphs/DijkstraShortestPathAlgorithm", "predecessors",
"Ljava/util/HashMap;");
12 [..]
13 mv.visitEnd();
14 } catch (Exception e) {
15 e.printStackTrace();
16 }
17 return mv;
18 }
19
Figure 4.24: ASM template for clinit method.
The second way, is overwriting init (see Figure 4.25), the highlighted lines are the possible
victims of generation. The main difference with clinit is that we need to handle the generation
differently if we a are resizing a static or a non-static field, as shown. This concern was not
necessary before because init only initializes static fields.
1 private MethodVisitor optimizeInit(int access, String name, String desc, String
signature, String[] exceptions) {
2 MethodVisitor mv = cv.visitMethod(access, name, desc, signature, exceptions);
3 try {
4 [...]
5 if
6 Label l = new Label();
7 mv.visitLabel(l);
8 mv.visitVarInsn(ALOAD, 0); /*Object this*/
9 mv.visitTypeInsn(NEW, "java/util/HashMap");
10 mv.visitInsn(DUP);
11 MethodReplacer.setSize(mv, predecessorsSize);
12 mv.visitMethodInsn(INVOKESPECIAL, "java/util/HashMap", "<init>", "()V", false);
13 int opcode;
14 if (isStatic) {
15 opcode = PUTSTATIC;
16 } else {
17 opcode = PUTFIELD;
18 }
19 mv.visitFieldInsn(opcode, "graphs/DijkstraShortestPathAlgorithm", "graph",
20 "Lorg/gephi/graph/api/Graph;");
21 "Ljava/util/HashMap;");
22 [..]
23 mv.visitEnd();
24 } catch (Exception e) {
25 e.printStackTrace();
26 }
27 return mv;
28 }
29
Figure 4.25: ASM template for init function.
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The only change required for setting the size is pushing the required size just before invoking
the library of the data structure, in this case HashMap.
A detail raised after the experiments evaluations showed that besides specifying sizes in data
structures like HashMaps3 the program does not allocate the specified memory until the first in-
sertion and, when it does it, it does it in order of powers of two (e.g., if we specify a HashMap
with initial size 30 it will save 32 positions). Minor detail that shows us that besides taking care of
initializing with a desired size it will still stop the program for memory allocation. With a proper
analysis of the code and a right size specified, the required time for memory allocation could be
notably decreased.
4.4 Summary
This chapter described the difference between developing statically optimized versions of a code
for later substitution on runtime versus using a generative template approach.
It also introduced details of how a generative template should work using FIR method as an
example and introduced the possibility of resizing class’ field using a template approach. These
cases, presented in examples, let conclude that Java code with the use of bytecode generators tools
can be generalized in a way it eases code generation. It also raises concern about respecting the
bytecode program structure for being able to execute correctly.
3HashMap Documentation: https://docs.oracle.com/javase/8/docs/api/java/util/HashMap.html
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Experimental results
The following sections show the experiments we have done for the FIR and Smooth algorithm and
its optimized versions. Additionally, we have measured the delay of generating optimized versions
of FIR with a generative template.
5.1 Experimental Setup
Throughout the execution of the following experiments we have used a Desktop PC with the
following specifications:
• Windows 7 x64
• Intel i5 650 @3.20Gz
• 4GB of RAM
All the experiments realized have been executed using the microbenchmarking tool JMH [Cor]
mentioned in Chapter 3.
As explained in Section 3.5, for benchmarking we need to set up the benchmarking tool for
obtaining the results in the form we desire. Our chosen parameters for the warm up stage are the
following:
• 5 iterations for warm up
• 1 second each iteration
JMH considers an iteration a space of time where the method will be called as many times as
possible. Its default value is 20 but we considered there was no need for that many iterations.
Furthermore, for the measurement we specified the following parameters to JMH:
• 30 iterations
• 1 second each iteration with a time-out after 10 minutes.
Finally, we specified the results to show the average execution time in nanoseconds.
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5.2 Experiments with FIR
The first experiments were realised on FIR algorithm. FIR is one of the main digital filters used in
Digital Signal Processing (DSP) applications and its algorithm written in Java can be like Figure
5.1. The highlighted lines of code illustrate were the unrolling techniques will focus on.
1 public static int[] fir(int[] x, int[] c) {
2 int[] y = new int[x.length];
3 int M = x.length;
4 int N = c.length;
5 for (int j = N - 1; j < M; j++) {
6 int output = 0;
7 for (int i = 0; i < N; i++) {
8 output += c[i] * x[j - i];
9 }
10 y[j] = output;
11 }
12 return y;
13 }
14
Figure 5.1: Java implementation of the FIR algorithm.
The experiments were executed using sets of 216 to 222 elements generated by a random data
set generation function. Note that the data sets sizes are power of two for making easier the
unrolling by factors and avoid the need of adding extra instructions.
The following charts present speedups obtained from the time execution of different optimiza-
tions techniques applied to the innermost loop of the algorithm. These optimizations will be:
• Unrolling by a factor
• Full unrolling
In addition to the unrolling techniques we will combine them with other interesting techniques
that may boost the unrolling performance.
Figure 5.2 shows, and as we will see in each of the tests, that fully unrolling the innermost
loop for a 4 sized kernel obtains a 100% speedup over the original code. However, unrolling by a
factor does not give good results and it gives worse performance than the original code.
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Figure 5.2: Speedup results after applying optimizations for size 4 kernels.
Figure 5.3 shows similar results but now we have two types of factor unrolling. Full unrolling
keeps on being the best option but factor unrolling keeps on giving bad performance. In fact,
unrolling by a factor of 4 it is worse than by a factor of 2.
Figure 5.3: Speedup results after applying optimizations for size 8 kernels.
As bigger the kernel gets, as show in figure 5.4 for size 16 kernels, the charts shows less
improvement in performance after applying the unrolling options. Again, unrolling by a factor
does not provide good performance but this time fully unrolling shows little improvement over the
rolled version. If we compare it to the results with 8 sized kernel, which its fully unrolled version
speedup was over 60%, now it is not much more than 10%.
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Figure 5.4: Speedup results after applying optimizations for size 16 kernels.
The final tests with size 32 kernels, shown in Figure 5.5, expose there may be no motivation on
unrolling for these kernel sizes. Factor unrolling as big as the factor gets, worse results delivers.
On the top of it, now fully unrolling, for the first time, shows no improvement and a performance
decrease.
Figure 5.5: Speedup results after applying optimizations for size 32 kernels.
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5.3 Extended Experiments with FIR
After just unrolling the FIR algorithm, it raised the idea of combining other optimizations tech-
niques with full unrolling we could get any significant speedup improvement. These optimizations
are: constant propagation, data reuse, scalar replacement. However, some of these optimizations
are incompatible between them. Specifically constant propagation and scalar replacement be-
cause both strategies focus mainly on the kernel.
Figure 5.6 shows the result of applying these optimizations and also its combination to 4
sized kernel. We can observe the same results from before for just unrolling experiments and
how full unrolling improves considerably applying any additional technique. However, there is
one combination that stands among the others and it is: full unrolling, constant propagation and
data reuse. The other combinations with full unrolling obtain a 200% of improvement but the
mentioned one arises with a remarkable speedup of 250%.
Figure 5.6: Extended speedup results after applying optimizations for size 4 kernels.
Next test, shown in Figure 5.7, was with a 8 sized kernel. As seen in Figure 5.6, full unrolling,
constant propagation and data reuse keep on being the best combination but all speedups start to
drop compared to the last one. Besides that, speedups resulting from optimizations combination
show nice results.
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Figure 5.7: Extended speedup results after applying optimizations for size 8 kernels.
In this new figure (see Figure 5.8) a detail that was already showing up in Figure 5.7 became
more obvious: full unrolling combined with scalar replacement speedup is not working that good
anymore. We can also observe that full unrolling combined with scalar replacement and data reuse
is rising its speedup respect the last figures. Again, speedups are dropping even more.
Figure 5.8: Extended speedup results after applying optimizations for size 16 kernels.
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In this last figure (see Figure 5.9) it can be noted how full unrolling, scalar replacement and
data reuse again show a considerable improvement respect the other strategies. However, full
unroll, constant propagation and data reuse are the strategy that proves to perform better, no matter
the size of the kernel.
Figure 5.9: Extended speedup results after applying optimizations for size 32 kernels.
These experiments help us reaffirm that as big as the kernel gets it is much more difficult
obtaining significant improvements in performance but, as we have seen, when combined with
different optimizations it may help to boost performance. However, these experiments only show
results for this machine so we can not assure it is going to behave like this in all machines.
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5.4 Experiments with Smooth
Besides FIR algorithm other experiments were performed with smooth algorithm. Smooth algo-
rithm removes noise from data sets and captures the important data patterns.
It behaves similar as FIR but instead of a one-dimensional kernel uses a two-dimensional
kernel. However, its implementation is still different. Once calculated the sum of products, it
divides it by the total weight of the kernel. A possible implementation in Java of smooth algorithm
is showed in Figure 5.10. All the optimization techniques are mainly focused on the highlighted
lines of code from Figure 5.10.
1 public static short[][] smooth(short[][] IN, int height, int width) {
2
3 short[][] OUT = new short[height][width];
4 short totalWeight = 0;
5
6 for (int i = 0; i < WX; i++) {
7 for (int j = 0; j < WY; j++) {
8 totalWeight += K[i][j];
9 }
10 }
11
12 for (int row = 0; row < height - WX + 1; row++) {
13 for (int col = 0; col < width - WY + 1; col++) {
14 int sumval = 0;
15 for (int wrow = 0; wrow < WX; wrow++) {
16 for (int wcol = 0; wcol < WY; wcol++) {
17 sumval += IN[row + wrow][col + wcol] * K[wrow][wcol];
18 }
19 }
20 sumval = sumval / totalWeight;
21 OUT[row][col] = (short) sumval;
22 }
23 }
24 return OUT;
25 }
26
Figure 5.10: Java implementation of smooth algorithm.
For these experiments we have used different size of the same image as data input sets. These
images are passed to the benchmark in PNG format and later transformed into grey scale in the set
up stage from JMH for later being used in the actual benchmarked method. The chosen image is
a common used one in image processing, Lenna, showed in Figure 5.11.
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Figure 5.11: Lenna image used for smooth experiments (Source: [SIPI]).
The first results, shown in Figure 5.12, are for a 3x3 kernel. The results for fully unrolling
the double innermost loop from the algorithm calculations provides good results reaching almost
for all data set sizes a 200% speedup. In contrast, unrolling by rows only improves performance
slightly but does not provide like the other versions.
The best performance, with over a 400% speedup, is combining fully unrolling and constant
propagation. When implementing constant propagation for smooth, the first double loop is elimi-
nated, where the kernel weight is calculated, in addition to the constant kernel values propagation,
etc. For a kernel of size 3x3 eliminating the kernel weight calculation means saving only 9 itera-
tions but, as bigger the kernel gets, it will be more expensive.
It is also worth mentioning that full unroll combined with constant propagation and scalar
replacement deliver results next to a 200% of speedup.
Figure 5.12: Speedup results after applying optimizations for a 3x3 kernel.
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For experiments on a 5x5 kernel (see Figure 5.13) fully unrolling does not provide as good
results as figure 5.12. Instead, this time unrolling by rows gives slightly better results than fully
unrolling.
So again we need help from other techniques for boosting the performance of fully unrolling
the double innermost loop. In contrast with Figure 5.12 using data reuse surpasses every technique
while constant propagation drops. Scalar replacement also scores good results but the overall
speedups for all versions drop compared to the last figure (see Figure 5.12).
Figure 5.13: Speedup results after applying optimizations for a 5x5 kernel.
It can be noted now the dropping tendency of overall speedups in Figure 5.14. The only
technique still delivering good results being full unrolling and data reuse and, interestingly, un-
rolling by row. The reason why the first technique may be giving better results is that, despite
needing as much local variables as the positions of the kernel, it avoids (sizeO f T heKernel−1)∗
sizeO f T heKernel loads of the matrix for every position it calculates. Unrolling by rows may still
be providing good results because it reduces the stress of loading all the kernel positions and the
matrix positions in the same iteration.
Also now, for the first time, fully unrolling with constant propagation gives worse performance
than the original. This may be also due to the number of constants needed to load every time
(sizeO f T heKernel2).
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Figure 5.14: Speedup results after applying optimizations for a 7x7 kernel.
In the last figure, Figure 5.15, for a 9x9 kernel the only one that keeps providing an improve-
ment in performance is full unrolling combined with data reuse. Fully unrolling combined with
scalar replacement drops for small data sets drops but with a 2048x2048 image gives same per-
formance as the original. It is not a great improvement but it may show that despite the probable
spilling produced by scalar replacement it is better than the original for big data sets.
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Figure 5.15: Speedup results after applying optimizations for a 9x9 kernel.
As bigger the kernel gets, the more accesses will be required to be done at the same time and
this may impact severely on the performance. Fully unrolling the innermost double loop from
Smooth finds a bottleneck when loading sizeO f T heKernel4 accesses at the same time, which is
quite understandable. That is why when combining it with other techniques it improves perfor-
mance. However, an overall impression of the data collected is that they are not as satisfiable as
FIR’s. Maybe this is due to handling bigger kernels and with more dimensions may make more
difficult looking for improvements on performance.
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5.5 Experiments with Template Based Generation
Yet this bytecode generation as it is done at runtime it will also affect to the overall execution. For
instance, it is not the same substituting for the next execution the code with our specialized version
than generating one: there is going to be a generation overhead.
When considering the feasibility of this approach it is required not only the new version exe-
cution time but also the generation overhead.
Some experiments were performed on FIR’s generative template, just evaluating the time it
delays the generation and substitution of the code.
Our template has two parameters with which the generation works with: the kernel size and
unrolling factor. The unrolling factor is invariant for any kernel size so the overhead is the same
no matter what kernel size the code is going to work with. It does not happen the same with fully
unrolling a loop. For full unroll it is required a version for each of the possible kernels.
In Figure 5.16 there is a delayed time for generating a fully unrolled version of the innermost
loop and another version with added scalar replacement of the kernel. Note that the times for
generating each version increase for bigger kernels. This makes sense because the unrolling will
be bigger and so the code to generate.
Figure 5.16: Template generation of fully unrolled versions based on the kernel size.
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For generating unrolled by factor versions (see Figure 5.17) there is a increasing tendency
between the factor and the time delay.
Figure 5.17: Template generation of unrolling by factor versions.
A conclusion after these experiments is that code generation does indeed depend on the number
of bytecode instructions to generate. However, there are other factors like ClassWriter’s flags
COMPUTE_MAXS and COMPUTE_FRAMES that add an overhead to the code generation [LYBB15].
For instance, unrolling by a factor has an extra loop and thus needs to calculate an extra frame and
this may affect in the overall performance.
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5.6 Experiments with Odroid
Additionally to the experiments realised in the Desktop computer there were also performed the
same experiments in a single-board computer developed by the Korean company HardKernel [HC]
called Odroid.
The model used for these experiments was ODROID-XU+E and its specifications are the fol-
lowing:
• Ubuntu 14.04.2 LTS
• Exynos5 Octa CortexTM-A15 1.6Ghz Quad Core and Cortex-A7 Quad Core CPUs
• 2GB of RAM
Figure 5.18: ODROID-XU+E (Source: [HC]).
For the benchmark tool, JMH, the experiments executed used the same set up explained in
Section 5.1.
For the following experiments as it has already been explained in the previous sections the
problems, they will be directly analysed, skipping the problems introduction. An overall comment
of the experiments that cannot be read expressing the results in form of speedup is that all the
experiments lasted longer. This is mainly due to the difference of computing power and memory
between the two platforms.
5.7 Experiments with FIR
This time for all the kernel sizes tested if no improvement in performance is found just unrolling,
either fully unrolling or by a factor, at least it does not deliver worse performances that the original
code.
We can see that in Figure 5.19 the experiments realised for a kernel of size 4 and for unrolling
by a factor of two, it does not improve any considerable amount but it does for the full unroll.
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Figure 5.19: Speedup results after applying optimizations for size 4 kernels with Odroid.
In Figure 5.20, now with a kernel of size 8, for unrolling by a factor, as bigger the data set
gets. what it started with slightly better performances it ends it ends with no relevant improvement
against the original version. However, the fully unrolled version stands out again among the other
approaches.
Figure 5.20: Speedup results after applying optimizations for size 8 kernels with Odroid.
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This time for a kernel of size 16 (see Figure 5.21), unrolling by a factor of 2 does not deliver
better performance but that is not the case for bigger factors. For factors of 4 and 8 it almost keeps
the same performance for all the data sizes and again fully unrolling the innermost loop gives the
best performance.
Figure 5.21: Speedup results after applying optimizations for size 16 kernels with Odroid.
Finally for a size 32 kernel (see Figure 5.22), we have a similar result to Figure 5.21. For
unrolling factors above 2, performance improves as big as the factor gets, maintaining similar
speedups for any size.
Figure 5.22: Speedup results after applying optimizations for size 32 kernels with Odroid.
A conclusion for these tests is that, this time for this device, just fully unrolling the innermost
loop would be enough to improve performance for any kernel size or data set size without need of
applying any other technique.
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5.8 Extended Experiments with FIR
The same way it was illustrated in Section 5.3, we did some extra experiments checking whether
adding to the full unroll other optimizations techniques boosts the code performance.
Specifically experiments were performed using constant propagation, a technique that targets
variables or memory accesses and replaces them by its literal value. In these experiments, for
instance, the access to the kernel was replaced by the insertion of the kernel value. Additionally,
also scalar replacement, which replaces the memory accesses by register accesses, in this case
defining variables for each position of the kernel and replacing the kernel array accesses by these
variables. And last, data reuse applies in a similar way as scalar replacement but substituting
the data set memory access by accessing to registers. The objective is for every iteration of the
outermost loop just require one extra memory access. An illustrative example is shown in Figure
5.23 for a full unroll of the innermost loop combined with data reuse.
1 public static int[] fir() {
2 int[] y = new int[x.length];
3 int M = x.length;
4 int N = kernel4.length;
5 int x_0 = x[0];
6 int x_1 = x[1];
7 int x_2 = x[2];
8 for (int j = N - 1; j < M; j++) {
9 int x_3 = x[j];
10 int output = 0;
11 output += c[0] * x_0;
12 output += c[1] * x_1;
13 output += c[2] * x_2;
14 output += c[3] * x_3;
15
16 x_0 = x_1;
17 x_1 = x_2;
18 x_2 = x_3;
19
20 y[j] = output;
21 }
22 return y;
23 }
24
Figure 5.23: Data reuse example
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For the first experiment with a size 4 (see Figure 5.24) the first impression is that adding any
kind of optimization to the full unrolling improves performance. As big as the data size gets there
is a slight decrease in the overall performance but with the same results. Full unroll combined
with constant propagation and data reuse deliver the best performance for any data size.
Figure 5.24: Extended speedup results after applying optimizations for size 4 kernels with Odroid.
For a kernel of size 8 (see Figure 5.25) it rises among the other versions the full unroll com-
bined with constant propagation and data reuse. However, this time there is approach that has
improved remarkably and that is combining full unroll with constant propagation. It is interesting
because both approaches share constant propagation and the difference between them seems due
to the data reuse. Moreover, all the approaches that applied over full unroll obtain at least a 100%
of speedup over the original and getting to over 200% with the best approach.
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Figure 5.25: Speedup results after applying optimizations for size 8 kernels with Odroid.
This time, with a kernel of size 16 (see Figure 5.26) the best strategies are still the same as for
a kernel of size 4 but we a slight decrease in performance. However, this time full unroll combined
with constant propagation and data reuse decreases its performance getting closer results to just
using constant propagation.
Figure 5.26: Speedup results after applying optimizations for size 16 kernels with Odroid.
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The last test, shown in Figure 5.27, suggests again that the benefit of adding data reuse to
constant propagation as the kernel increases is not that big anymore.
Figure 5.27: Speedup results after applying optimizations for size 32 kernels with Odroid.
The observation of these results raises the idea that as bigger the kernel gets, the approach with
result, the one combining full unroll, constant propagation and data reuse, looses performance
getting closer to the performance of just using constant propagation. The other combinations
though have delivered a quite constant result no matter the size of the kernel.
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5.9 Experiments with Smooth
As explained in Section 5.4 we executed some test over the a smoothing filter Java implementation
for different kernel sizes. This time though kernels are two dimensional and need a different
approach.
For a kernel of 3x3 (see Figure 5.28), this time seems like combining full unroll and constant
propagation is again (see Figure 5.12) the approach with the best resulting performance getting a
really high performance improvement: over a 400% in speedup improvement. The other strategies
prove to be also good, where full unroll manages a 200% speedup improvement and the others
obtain a 100% which is really good as well.
Figure 5.28: Speedup results after applying optimizations for a 3x3 kernel with Odroid.
However, for Figure 5.29 results were tests were applied to a 5x5 kernel, the overall speedups
drop remarkably. They are still good but do not manage to be so important and it will be probably
be due to the kernel size, as it was discussed in Section 5.4. Full unroll combined with constant
propagation keeps on being the best solution but also is full unroll with scalar replacement with
a 100% of speedup over the original version. Just unrolling provide decent results but it does not
full unroll and data reuse.
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Figure 5.29: Speedup results after applying optimizations for a 5x5 kernel with Odroid.
Curiously, for a 7x7 kernel (see Figure 5.30), we can observe that the overall performance
decreases proportionally.
Figure 5.30: Speedup results after applying optimizations for a 7x7 kernel with Odroid.
Finally in Figure 5.31 is shown the results for 9x9 kernel. We will insist in the fact that again
the performances stay the same with slightly decreased proportionally. This is possibly due to
the kernel size increase which would have an understandable impact in the performance of the
application of these optimizations.
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Figure 5.31: Speedup results after applying optimizations for a 9x9 kernel with Odroid.
This time we obtain better results after applying optimizations over the smooth algorithm and
we are not that affected by the kernel size. The kernel size still plays a role in the difference in
performance from each test but does not affect as much as it did in the Desktop PC where results
dropped more drastically as bigger the kernel got.
Again this time just fully unrolling delivers good results just requiring additional techniques
for improving the performance even more. However, unrolling by row has proven not to give that
much of a valuable improvement among the other options.
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5.10 Experiments with Template Based Generation
This time we tested the template based generation for the Odroid device and a first impression,
compared to the generation in the Desktop PC, is that it lasts more for every version generation.
This actually makes sense considering the computing power gap between both devices.
For fully unrolling the innermost loop of our FIR method (see Figure 5.32) it delivers similar
results seen in the Desktop PC, highlighting again the relation between the relation between the
size of the code to generate and its execution time. Also, as scalar replacement requires a bigger
generation for the local variables, it causes an increment in the generation time.
Figure 5.32: Template generation of fully unrolled versions based on the kernel size with Odroid.
Figure 5.33 shows the delay time for generating the unroll depending on the factor. This time
the generation time is much bigger compared to the results with the Desktop PC. However, we still
observe an increasing tendency related to both the size and the frame computation required due to
the new loop.
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Figure 5.33: Template generation of unrolling by factor versions with Odroid.
We can determine that depending on the device, generation might last longer or shorter de-
pending on the computation power. A shared behaviour of this generation is that the bigger the
generated code is, the bigger will be the delay for generation.
5.11 Generated FIR Code Versions Size Evaluation
Additionally, some measurements were performed for comparing the memory cost of statically
saving each and every version against using our generative approach. These experiments were
executed using the Runtime Bytecode generator (Section 4.2) but using a workaround.
ClassFileTransformer abstract class contains transform method. When adding a trans-
former, like shown in Figure 3.8, it calls transform method for every class definition and redef-
inition. This method contains the original class byte array so it can be easily extracted the size of
this array. Additionally, to determine the size of the class after visiting all the class, it can be ex-
tracted the resulting size checking the new array created by ClassWriter’s method toByteArray.
An example of the mentioned extractable data is shown in Figure 5.34.
Taking advantage of this, the values of the class’ size before and after transforming were
extracted. This way, it can be determined specific methods size just subtracting the resulting size
array with and without this method.
In Table 5.1, it is shown that for unrolling by a factor. As bigger the unrolling factor gets so
does the code size but it also does not depend on the kernel size it is the same size for every kernel
the factor is divisor of. However, for the full unroll version, as big as the kernel gets the more lines
of code it will be needed to generate and thus result in bigger sized methods. Given that, adding
scalar replacement to the fully unrolled version of FIR requires generating more local variables
plus its accesses, it results in bigger versions sizes.
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1 @Override
2 public byte[] transform(..., byte[] classfileBuffer) throws IllegalClassFormatException
{
3 [...]
4 if (classBeingRedefined.equals(Targeted.class)) {
5 ClassReader classReader = new ClassReader(classfileBuffer);
6 ClassWriter cw = new ClassWriter(...);
7 ClassVisitor cv = new ClassVisitor(Opcodes.ASM5, cw);
8 classReader.accept(cv, 0);
9 byte[] byteArray = cw.toByteArray();
10 return byteArray;
11 } else {
12 return classfileBuffer;
13 }
14 [...]
15 }
Figure 5.34: Example of extractable data from ClassFileTransformer method transform.
As you can notice in in Table 5.1, we show no original version to be generated and that is
because there is no need to do so. When targeting a class with the transformer it visits directly the
class defined in the class file not the class generated at runtime.
Kernel size
4 8 16 32
K2 199 199 199 199
K4 - 243 243 243
K8 - - 290 290
K16 - - - 416
Full unroll 197 261 397 669
Full unroll & Scalar replacement 219 303 479 831
Table 5.1: Resulting code sizes in bytes after FIR versions generation.
It needs to be considered that this template can generate versions for any size of kernel. It was
only considered until 32 for maintaining coherence with the rest of experiments show. Further-
more, as bigger the kernel gets means it is capable to use bigger unrolling factors. For example, a
kernel of size 64 can be unrolled by a factor of 32 plus all the other versions.
Moreover,the size of the classes involved in our Runtime Bytecode Generation Tool were
measured for analysing the overall impact in memory it would have at the devices. This time, the
target of the transformer was changed to the tool’s class and the results were extracted as explained
in the beginning of this section.
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In total, five classes intervene in the method’s generation. The tool has to go through each one
of them but our template alone, included in MethodReplacer class, weights a total of 3249 bytes
(Table 5.2).
AgentConsumer SimpleClassTransformer MethodReplacer EmptyMethodVisitor Total sum
2496 3274 4565 5233 15568
Table 5.2: Size of the code involved in FIR versions generation.
Finally, in Appendix A it is described the generative template studied for optimizations applied
to the innermost loop of a Java implementation of the digital filter FIR based on the original code
shown in Figure 4.14.
5.12 Comparison Between the Template Generated Code Size and its
Execution Time
Additionally, several tables are presented for better comparison between the generated code size
and the generation time between the two studied devices.
In Table 5.3 is shown for the results in the Desktop PC and in Table 5.4 the Odroid board for
generating unrolled by a factor versions of the FIR algorithm. Notice that between both devices
there is a big difference between the lowest factors.
Factor Code size (bytes) Generation Time (ms)
2 199 4.50
4 243 5.69
8 290 9.46
16 416 12.50
Table 5.3: Resulting generation execution depending on the code size for unrolling by a factor.
Factor Code size (bytes) Generation Time (ms)
2 199 9.40
4 243 11.23
8 290 12.52
16 416 13.41
Table 5.4: Resulting generation execution depending on the code size for unrolling by a factor
with Odroid.
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Moreover, in Table 5.5 is shown for the results in the Desktop PC and in Table 5.6 the Odroid
board for generating unrolled versions of the FIR algorithm for sizes between 4 and 32. The
Desktop PC delivers better execution times but it does not differ as much as for factor unrolling.
Full unroll
Kernel size Code size (bytes) Time (ms) Code size (bytes) Time (ms)
4 197 2.45 219 7.34
8 261 4.19 303 9.70
16 397 5.56 479 10.56
32 669 6.30 831 11.47
Full unroll & 
Scalar Replacement
Table 5.5: Resulting generation execution depending on the code size for full unroll.
Full unroll
Kernel size Code size (bytes) Time (ms) Code size (bytes) Time (ms)
4 197 3.27 219 8.37
8 261 5.17 303 9.90
16 397 5.99 479 11.28
32 669 6.89 831 12.66
Full unroll & 
Scalar Replacement
Table 5.6: Resulting code sizes in bytes after FIR versions generation with Odroid.
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5.13 Summary
So far it has been confirmed that applying different techniques for various algorithms can provide
an improvement in performance. However, there is nothing new on applying optimization tech-
niques for boosting performance but that all these optimizations can be represented in generative
templates. It was not included in a template all these techniques presented, for example for FIR,
but doing so it is completely feasible. Also, we have observed that there is a strict relation between
the size of the desired version and the generation delay.
Despite the overhead generated by all the hierarchy required for our tool, it is compensated
by the number of version the developed template can generate. This template can produce full
unrolled versions for any size of kernel and unrolled versions for any factor. On the top of it,
this template only considers three kinds of versions generation: full unroll, full unroll combined
with constant propagation and unroll by factor. Some other interesting optimizations like constant
propagation, which would consists basically on substituting the kernel accesses by literal con-
stants, could be easily added. Adding the mentioned technique could result in infinite possibilities
of generation because it could generate a unique specialized version for any kind of kernel.
Finally, different architectures were tested showing how that they coincide on the best per-
formance version but also how unpredictable the other version delivery in terms of performance
and how many factors intervene in it. It can be determined which version performs better for ev-
ery possible situation (e.g., kernel size or unrolling factor) but these test have only contemplated
performance in terms of execution time but another strategic factor would being aware of the en-
ergy consumption. For instance, if we apply a strategy focused on memory use that gives a low
execution time of the code it may be consuming more energy [LLA03].
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Conclusions
Generative templates oriented to Java Bytecodes for mobile devices and embedded system is an
interesting approach for solving code adaptation to different target architectures. Our approach
using generative templates enables a quick and easy way for generating multiple versions and
evaluate them in these different systems.
In this dissertation we developed two examples of templates for evaluating our approach. The
first one is a template that generates at runtime specialised versions of the FIR algorithm in Java
Bytecode. Additionally, we developed a template for redefining at runtime a class fields initial
sizes. These templates were developed by analysing and detecting invariant code between the
original version and its specialised versions and insert code and immediate values conveniently.
We detected an initial overhead when adding our tool for generation and the template but this extra
memory usage is compensated by all the possible generated versions of the same code that can be
done from just a single template.
Experiments performed both on the Desktop PC and on the Odroid board [HC] showed that the
different code versions behaved differently for each device and cannot be predicted beforehand.
However, they do coincide for the best approaches. The evaluation also highlights the delay for
the generation based on a template is dependant on the number of lines to be generated.
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6.1 Future Work
Future work will analyse the cost of generating different versions at runtime taking into account
both the generation and execution time regarding the execution of the original code. Future work
will consider the use of runtime strategies to select between multiple versions being aware of both
energy consumption and execution performance.
Additional developed templates will consider modifying a field or variable data structure at
runtime looking for a improvement in performance.
Further study will consider the development of an analysis tool to determine if different ver-
sions of a code can be merged into a template. The development of a DSL specific to program
code templates can be also a possible work direction.
In a final stage, this work should be integrated in the LARA technology providing to extend
with a code generation approach for runtime adaptability. This would allow the definition of where
and how the code generation should be executed in an aspect-oriented programming fashion.
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Appendix A
A.1 Generative Template for the FIR Algorithm
This Appendix introduces the generative template for the FIR algorithm showed in Figure 4.14.
This template is able to generate:
• Full unroll of the innermost loop.
• Full unroll of the innermost loop combined with scalar replacement.
• Unroll the innermost loop by a factor.
Notice that we do not generate the original version. There is no need to generate the original
version because it can be retrieved again from the class file.
The following Figure A.1 is extracted from our implementation of MethodVisitor abstract
class. Depending on the event flow, the method visitor defines a code and each of the calls will
describe a bytecode instruction. This event flow depends on the fields contained in our imple-
mentation, which describe the desired generation. Those fields are filled at the creation of the
MethodVisitor object using the arguments specified in the functional interface, like explained in
Section 4.2. Full unrolling is generated by default and the generation of other versions are spec-
ified by the fields. This is because full unrolling is the version with more invariant code. These
fields are the following:
• unrollByFactor is a boolean that indicates unroll by a factor generation.
• scalarReplacement is a boolean that specifies the application of scalar replacement with
full unrolling.
• kernelSize is an int that specifies the kernel size used for full unrolling.
• unrollingFactor is an int that specifies the factor used for unrolling by a factor.
Additionally, there is a field MINIMUM_LOCAL_VAR which sets the starting point for creation
of local variables as explained in Section 4.2.
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1 private void generateSpecializedFIR() {
2 try {
3 int unrollingTop = 0;
4 if (unrollByFactor) {
5 unrollingTop = unrollingFactor;
6 } else {
7 unrollingTop = kernelSize;
8 }
9 mv.visitCode();
10 // int[] y = new int[x.length];
11 Label l0 = new Label();
12 mv.visitLabel(l0);
13 mv.visitVarInsn(ALOAD, 0); // @x
14 mv.visitInsn(ARRAYLENGTH);
15 mv.visitIntInsn(NEWARRAY, T_INT);
16 mv.visitVarInsn(ASTORE, 2); // @y
17
18 // int M = x.length;
19 Label l1 = new Label();
20 mv.visitLabel(l1);
21 mv.visitVarInsn(ALOAD, 0);
22 mv.visitInsn(ARRAYLENGTH);
23 mv.visitVarInsn(ISTORE, 3); // @M
24
25 // int N = c.length;
26 Label l2 = new Label();
27 mv.visitLabel(l2);
28 mv.visitVarInsn(ALOAD, 1); // @c
29 mv.visitInsn(ARRAYLENGTH);
30 mv.visitVarInsn(ISTORE, 4); // @N
31
32 if (scalarReplacement) {
33 // Creation of local constants
34 Label[] l_x = new Label[kernelSize];
35 for (int i = 0; i < Math.min(6, kernelSize); i++) {
36 l_x[i] = new Label();
37 mv.visitLabel(l_x[i]);
38 mv.visitVarInsn(ALOAD, 1); // @c
39 mv.visitInsn(ICONST_0 + i);
40 mv.visitInsn(IALOAD);
41 mv.visitVarInsn(ISTORE, MINIMUM_LOCAL_VAR + i);
42 }
43 for (int i = 6; i < kernelSize; i++) {
44 l_x[i] = new Label();
45 mv.visitLabel(l_x[i]);
46 mv.visitVarInsn(ALOAD, 1); // @c
47 mv.visitIntInsn(BIPUSH, i);
48 mv.visitInsn(IALOAD);
49 mv.visitVarInsn(ISTORE, MINIMUM_LOCAL_VAR + i);
50 }
51 }
52 // int j = N - 1;
53 Label l3 = new Label();
54 mv.visitLabel(l3);
55 mv.visitVarInsn(ILOAD, 4); // @N
56 mv.visitInsn(ICONST_1);
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57 mv.visitInsn(ISUB);
58 mv.visitVarInsn(ISTORE, 5); //N-1
59
60 Label l4 = new Label();
61 mv.visitLabel(l4);
62 Label l5 = new Label();
63 mv.visitJumpInsn(GOTO, l5);
64
65 // int output = 0;
66 Label l6 = new Label();
67 mv.visitLabel(l6);
68 mv.visitInsn(ICONST_0);
69 mv.visitVarInsn(ISTORE, 6); // @output
70
71 Label l9 = null;
72 if (unrollByFactor) {
73 // int i = 0; Inner Loop
74 Label l7 = new Label();
75 mv.visitLabel(l7);
76 mv.visitInsn(ICONST_0);
77 mv.visitVarInsn(ISTORE, 7);
78 Label l8 = new Label();
79 mv.visitLabel(l8);
80 l9 = new Label();
81 mv.visitJumpInsn(GOTO, l9);
82 }
83
84 // Output calculation
85 Label[] labelOutputCalc = new Label[kernelSize];
86 // output += c0 * x[j];
87 labelOutputCalc[0] = new Label();
88 mv.visitLabel(labelOutputCalc[0]);
89 mv.visitVarInsn(ILOAD, 6); // output index
90
91 if (scalarReplacement) {
92 mv.visitVarInsn(ILOAD, MINIMUM_LOCAL_VAR); // const
93 } else {
94 mv.visitVarInsn(ALOAD, 1);
95 if (unrollByFactor) {
96 mv.visitVarInsn(ILOAD, 7); // i
97 } else {
98 mv.visitInsn(ICONST_0); // [1..5]
99 }
100 mv.visitInsn(IALOAD);
101 }
102
103 mv.visitVarInsn(ALOAD, 0); // @x
104 mv.visitVarInsn(ILOAD, 5); // j index
105
106 if (unrollByFactor) {
107 mv.visitVarInsn(ILOAD, 7); // i
108 mv.visitInsn(ISUB); // j-i
109 }
110
111 mv.visitInsn(IALOAD);
112 mv.visitInsn(IMUL);
113 mv.visitInsn(IADD);
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114 mv.visitVarInsn(ISTORE, 6);// ouput label
115 // output += ci * x[j -i];
116 for (int i = 1; i < Math.min(6, unrollingTop); i++) {
117 labelOutputCalc[i] = new Label();
118 mv.visitLabel(labelOutputCalc[i]);
119 mv.visitVarInsn(ILOAD, 6); // output index
120 if (scalarReplacement) {
121 mv.visitVarInsn(ILOAD, MINIMUM_LOCAL_VAR + i); // const
122 } else {
123 mv.visitVarInsn(ALOAD, 1);
124
125 mv.visitInsn(ICONST_0 + i); // [1..5]
126 if (unrollByFactor) {
127 mv.visitVarInsn(ILOAD, 7); // i
128 mv.visitInsn(IADD); // i + %d
129 }
130 mv.visitInsn(IALOAD); // c[]
131 }
132 mv.visitVarInsn(ALOAD, 0); // @x
133 mv.visitVarInsn(ILOAD, 5); // index j
134
135 mv.visitInsn(ICONST_0 + i); // [1..5]
136 if (unrollByFactor) {
137 mv.visitVarInsn(ILOAD, 7);
138 mv.visitInsn(IADD); // i + %d
139 }
140 mv.visitInsn(ISUB); // j -i
141 mv.visitInsn(IALOAD); // x[j -i]
142 mv.visitInsn(IMUL); // ci * x[j -i]
143 mv.visitInsn(IADD); // output + ci * x[j -i]
144 mv.visitVarInsn(ISTORE, 6); // output = output + ci * x[j -i]
145 }
146 for (int i = 6; i < unrollingTop; i++) {
147 labelOutputCalc[i] = new Label();
148 mv.visitLabel(labelOutputCalc[i]);
149 mv.visitVarInsn(ILOAD, 6); // output index
150 if (scalarReplacement) {
151 mv.visitVarInsn(ILOAD, MINIMUM_LOCAL_VAR + i); // const beginning index
152 } else {
153 mv.visitVarInsn(ALOAD, 1);
154 mv.visitIntInsn(BIPUSH, i); // literal push
155 if (unrollByFactor) {
156 mv.visitVarInsn(ILOAD, 7); // i
157 mv.visitInsn(IADD); // i + %d
158 }
159 mv.visitInsn(IALOAD);
160 }
161 mv.visitVarInsn(ALOAD, 0); // @y
162 mv.visitVarInsn(ILOAD, 5); // index j
163 mv.visitIntInsn(BIPUSH, i); // literal push
164 if (unrollByFactor) {
165 mv.visitVarInsn(ILOAD, 7);
166 mv.visitInsn(IADD); // i + %d
167 }
168 mv.visitInsn(ISUB);// j -i
169 mv.visitInsn(IALOAD);// x[j -i]
170 mv.visitInsn(IMUL);// ci * x[j -i]
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171 mv.visitInsn(IADD);// output + ci * x[j -i]
172 mv.visitVarInsn(ISTORE, 6);// output = output + ci * x[j -i]
173 }
174 if (unrollByFactor) {
175 Label l11 = new Label();
176 mv.visitLabel(l11);
177 mv.visitIincInsn(7, unrollingFactor);
178
179 mv.visitLabel(l9);
180 mv.visitVarInsn(ILOAD, 7);
181 mv.visitVarInsn(ILOAD, 4);
182 mv.visitJumpInsn(IF_ICMPLT, labelOutputCalc[0]);
183 }
184
185 // y[j] = output;
186 Label l12 = new Label();
187 mv.visitLabel(l12);
188 mv.visitVarInsn(ALOAD, 2);// @y
189 mv.visitVarInsn(ILOAD, 5); // j
190 mv.visitVarInsn(ILOAD, 6); // output
191 mv.visitInsn(IASTORE); // y[j] = output
192 Label l13 = new Label();
193 mv.visitLabel(l13);
194 mv.visitIincInsn(5, 1); // ++j
195 mv.visitLabel(l5);
196 mv.visitVarInsn(ILOAD, 5); // j
197 mv.visitVarInsn(ILOAD, 3); // M
198 mv.visitJumpInsn(IF_ICMPLT, l6); // j < M
199
200 Label l14 = new Label();
201 mv.visitLabel(l14);
202
203 mv.visitVarInsn(ALOAD, 2);
204 mv.visitInsn(ARETURN);
205
206 Label l15 = new Label();
207 mv.visitLabel(l15);
208 mv.visitMaxs(0, 0);
209 mv.visitEnd();
210 } catch (Exception e) {
211 e.printStackTrace();
212 }
213 }
Figure A.1: Generative template for FIR algorithm.
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A.2 Experiments with Dijkstra
We realised some experiments on a Dijkstra implementations for evaluating the performance of
specifying different initial size on dynamic structures but the results delivered did not motivate
this approach nor including it in the final work.
Dijkstra is an algorithm that searches for the shortest path between the source node and the
rest of the nodes in the graph. The implementation used for this dissertation an implementation by
Gephi.org of Dijkstra algorithm1. The experiments realised for this implementation were mainly
focused on the following fields:
• predecessors specifies the already iterated nodes by a node
• unsettled nodes specifies the possible victims of shortest path calculation from the
currently calculated node.
• settled nodes specifies the already iterated nodes from the graph
We made some experiments specifying initial sizes to the mentioned variables, represented in
HashMaps. Starting from 0 to 16364 passing through the actual tested graph size, which has 7115
nodes. However, instead of executing the algorithm for the whole graph we tested with the node
with the longest path.
Figure A.2 presents the results after generating with a initial size HashMaps data structures
and results are not good. Contradicting our first thought, we obtain no improvement at all for any
size. Even trying with the same initial size as the number of nodes from the graph we have used
for this test, trying to get as closer as possible to what we know the algorithm will allocate at most.
These results expose that, at least for this machine, helping the algorithm with an initial sizing of
its data structures is not only of no help but it also worsens its performance. It may also be due to
the unpredictability of accessing HashMaps, whose access time is not constant.
1Gephi Dijkstra Shortest Path Algorithm Source: https://github.com/gephi/gephi/blob/master/modules/
AlgorithmsPlugin/src/main/java/org/gephi/algorithms/shortestpath/DijkstraShortestPathAlgorithm.java
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Figure A.2: Speedup results after defining HashMaps initial size from Dijkstra algorithm.
Additionally, we did the same experiments detailed in Section A.2 on the Odroid board [HC]
This time we do not obtain worse results that with the the experiment shown in Figure A.2 but
still the improvement is not enough high to be considered. These speedup results are mainly due
because the difference between the resulting test times were really slight, and probably the results
difference is due to the variability of the measure.
Figure A.3: Speedup results after defining HashMaps initial size from Dijkstra algorithm with
Odroid.
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